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SUMMARY OF MITIGATIVE ACTIONS

In

order to mitigate the environmental
effr.cts of pesticide
the CICP/ECOTECNIA EA Team has formulated
a
set of short, medium and long term
actions.
They are discussed
below and presented in Table A in
a calerndi'rized form, in Table1B
by projevct and in Table C by cooperating
institution.

use in OFA) projects,

Is

SHORT-TERM MITIGATIVE ACTIONS

They can be implemented within three.
mnths ond preced ORD
support of pesticide procurement
and/or use.
1.

Circulate Pesticide Guideli-ies (presented
under
separate cover) to Intermediate
Credit Institutions
(ICI'5) and ORD and specific projei-t
officers,
technicians and consultants. At
least one copy each
for all
ICI agencies lik2ly
to channel ORD agricultural
production credits should he provided.

2.

Modify existing credit agreements
to exclude restricted
and cancelled pesticidesi and include
purchase of
protective equipment.
In some cases (Cooperative
Strengthening project), modify Cooperative
Agreement to
specifically eXclude the purchase
of pesticides, if
this policy, stated by Project Officers,
is to be
officialized.

3.

Train ORD Project Officers and key
project personnel on
pesticide use and safety (one week
course),.

4.

Obtain and distribute copies of
J.E. Davies, V.H. Freed
and F.W. Whittemore, Enfoque Aromedico
sobre M
anjde
Plaquicidas, (PAHO/WHO, n.d.) or
equivalent agromedical
handbook to all Ministry of Public
Health, Social
Security Institute and ICI agencies
in projects' areas.

5.

Conduct search for and identify best
avai.able
pesticide protective equipment appropriate
ior
Guatemalan rural conditions. Assist
ICI agencies in
locating and obtaining complete
outfits for sale in
their own locales and as part of
production credits.

6.

Obtain list Public Health and Social
Security clinics.
exact location and person in charge.
Distribute
relevant portions of this list to
ICI agencies.
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II.

MEDIUM-TERM MITIGATik

ACTIONS

They are to be initiated and completed within
one year.
7.
Prepare and distribute a "crop by crop" pesticide
handbook based on Technical OGuidelinesp J.E.
Davies
(op. cit.) or equivalent handbook and health
info!-mation specific for Guatemala. Handbook
should
distributed to all Public Health and Social Security be
clinics as well as project offices and ICI agencies.
6.
Develop, test and distribute a video film on
pesticide
use and safety, to be shown through ICI agencies
to all
ORD credit beneficiaries in screens nrovided
Linder the
Institutional Strengthening Plan (presented under
separate cover). Credit checks can be paid on
specified days and with Jihe concurrence of thF7
Public Health or Social Security representative nearest
(with
per diem payment provided ior under the Institutional a
Strengthening Plan).
The health specialist will
further exiplain pesticide use/safety procedures
and
demonst'rate protective equipment Ls5e as part
of a
"pesticide information stop."
9.
Train ORD Project Officers and key project personnel
on
Integrated Pest Mangement principles (one week).
10.

Strengthen the National Plant Health Directorate
(DTSV)
to enable it to coordinate the pest/pesticide
management program (see Institutional Strengthening
P,1 an).

III. LONG-TERM MITIGATIVE ACTICN
These are to be started within a year and should
go on as
long as ORD'G supports the procurement and/or
use of pesticides.
11.

Carry out; under the coordination of DTSV and
with the
participation of DIGESAp AGMIP, GREPAGRO/private
sector
and Public Health officers, a pesticide information
wor!-'shop in different critical areas of pesticide
use
at least once every two months.
The CICP/ECOTECNIA EA
Team conducted a pilot "pesticide information
workshop"
in Retana, OJutiapa (see pg. 52).

12.

Conduct IPM demonstrations in crops supported
by ORD
credits and for which technology is already available
(3-5 nt.w crops per year)
in conjunction
a
"Valioation and Testing" activity.(see 13.with
below) and a

4
"Research Activity" (Wo,14. below).
Crops considrred
ready for IPM demonstration at
the present timo are:
tom, to, snow pea, potato and broccoli.
The
Demonstration Program is further
discussr-d below
pg. 75).
13.

Arrange, support, and monitor a
progrAm for the
validation and tpsting of IPM
tr=chnology in crc.ps for
Wh.ch some but not enough drlocmento.d
rese ar(,h is
available,
It is ru.commended thAt actual
validation/tenting be support.d
throu.jh ICTA,
Universidad dN' San Carlos, Universidad
del Valle,
Univmrsldad
Rafael

Lnndi.var and the Gua,c-,male

n
Integrated Pest Manag.ment Association
(AGMIF).
Sone
specific support will have to be
providr-,d by DRD
through some or all of its projects.
It is rccomm.nded
that at least 3-5 =ropo be validated/tested
evry ye r
to keep pace with the demonstration
program and ccrv r
the tctality of crops currently
being supported by ORD
within 5-i0 years.

14.

Arrange., support and monitor IPM
research in crops not
ready for testing/validation.
The same institutions
mentioned above can be supported
to carry out basic 1IM
research in crops that moy be supported
by ORD
projects.

15.

Provide "on-the-job" training for
DIGESA, DANDESA,
AIFLD, FUNDACEN, FEDECOAG, FECOAR,
DTSV, "Agricultural
Representatives" and agronnmy students
(under the
Supervised Professional Practice
program) as part of
the demonstration program. Each
IPM specialist is to
have two or three assistants/trainees
from these
institutions per crop term, and
as trainees are made
available from the institutions
themselves.

16.

Support Pest/Pesticide Management
training (long-term)
for as long as pesticide procurement
and/or use is
supported.
This implies coordinating with
ongoing
scholarship and other educational
programs to provide
for training at the Master's and
Doctorate levels (se
Training Plan presented under separate
cover).

17.

Set up a Pest/Pesticide Monitoring
program with the
p.ossible participation of CATIE
and ICAITI to detect
changes in crop protection, pesticide
use trends.,
intoxications, wildlife and habitat
status and
pesticide residues.

16.

Evaluate Pest/Pesticide Management
compo,,ant
periodin:ally (external evaluations
to monitor
performance in recommended activities).
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This Environmental Assessment
coiers four ORD/USAID/
Guatemala projects: Agribusiness
Development
(520-0276),
Cooperative Strengthening
(520-028). Pilot Commercial
Land
Market II - OPG (520-0343)
arid Agr1Lltural Production
harkuting Systems Project
and
(520-0363).
It makes reference to two
other projects., Small Farmer Diversification
Systems (520-0255)
and Highlands Agricul tLre
Development (520-0274), whose
EA is
presented under separate cover
The Small
-Farmer Diversification Systems (CICP/ECOTECNIA 1988).
project is to be incorporated
the amended Highlands Agriculture
into
Development project (HAD-!I).
All of these projects have
direct or indirect agricultural
production credit components
under which pesticides may
be
proCured by individual farmers
or farmer groups. They are
contemplated in 22, Code of
Federal Regulations, Part
216.3(b),
Pesticide Procedures.
The four ORD projects are
operational throughout most
cotntry.
of the
The Agribusiness Development
project has had moderate
activity
in
egions I and V and no activity
in the remainc'ar of
the country.
The Cooperative Strengthenin
project
has had some
activity in region V and none
in other regions.
The
Commercial
Land Markets II project ha,
had moderate activity in regions
II and IV, slight activity
I,
in regions V, VI and VII and
no
activity in the rest of the
country. The Agricultural
Production
and Marketing Services project
has had slight activity in
region
V and, and to date, no activity
in the rest of the country.
As stated by project officers
and personnel interviewed
the CICP!ECOTECNIA EA team,
by
these projects plan to intensify
their activities in the future.
project plans to have intensive The Agribusiness Development
activity in regions I and
V,
moderate activity in regions
II, VI and VII, slight aztivity
regioi, IV and no activity
in
in region VIII.
The Cooperative
Strengthening project supports
federations that work in all
Guatemala.
of
Commercial Land Markets II
project
plans
to
have
moderate activity throughout
the entire country (minus
III).
region
The Agricultural Production
and Marketing Services project
plarnt to have intensive activity
in regions I, IV and VI and
no
activity in the rest of the
country.
GuatUmala's Intertropical
position between two oceans
closie proximity and its
in
rugged volcanic topogr~aohy
make for a
wide variety of climatezs.
This is reflected in the richness
and
comple>ity of its nlatural
resources (see Chapter II).
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The ORD projects are developed
with the participation
assistance of the
and
ollowing institutions:
DIGESA, DTSV/DIGESA,
ICTA, BANDESA. CARE, The
Penny Foundatiom (Fundacion
- FUNDACEN), The American
del Centavo
Institute for Free Labor
Dvh-vopment,
CATIE and cooperatives
and cooperative federations
FECOMERO and FENACOAC in
(FECOAR,
particular).
Additionally. other
institutions regarded as
important for the implement.ati-n
mitigative environmental
of
measures
are:
CONACOMIF', th, ii.inistry
of Public Health, Permanent
Commission on the Safe
Manaqnment of
Pesticides , Natio'ial Environmental
Commission - C3NAMFy0,.. the
Guatemalan Association
for Integrated Pest Management
the universities of San
Carlos.and del Valle, ICAITI, -. AGMIP,
GREFAGROp
and the Social Security
Institute - IGSS.
Existing and proposed Guatemalan
laws were analyzed in
reference to the environment,
pesticides, natural heritage.,
and forest resources in
water
relation to the ORD projects.
of the HAD Amendment, mid-term
Revision
evaluations and the project
of the other five Projects
papers
showed that their basic
focus is
adequately within the context
for, or does not conflict
with,
watershed management and
resource conservation.
Sojeral a ialytical tools
were used to develop the
which the Environmenal
data on
Assessment of pesticide
use
in
ORD
projects was based.
They were:
a)

A general survey of 469
farmers, including 351
ORD
project benetciaries and
118 controls; the
questionnaire used in this
survey is presented as
Appendix 1.

b)

Collection of various available
pesticide poisonings, production statistics on human
costs and pesticide
imports.

c)

Collection and laboratory
analysis of environmental
samples to detect presence
of pesticide residues.
An epidemiological survey
of 145 farmers in intensive
and non intensive crops;
questionnaire used is
presented as Appendix 2B.

d)

e)

1)

g)

An in-depth agroecological/economic
survey of 14
farmers to detect specific
pest and pesticide problems;
qutestionnaire used is presented
as Appendix 3.
An experiment of Pesticide
effects on non target
organisms (see Apoendix
41
A workshop to identify
pesti.cide problems and
Solutions
at the farmer's level (see
page 53 and Appendix 5).
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Under Regulation 16, a proposed
action has a significant
effect on the environment if
it does significant harm to the
environment [216.1(c)(11)].
The CICP/ECOTECNIA EA team identified
two major causes of
potential pesticide effects in
ORD projects. They are:
a)

Inadequate crop protection technology.
Crop protection techniology,
intensive export crops, was found especially in
to rely for the most
part on a nonecological and unsafe
use Of chemical
pesticides; and,

b)

lisufficient knowledge and/or
prevent and solve human health resources tD identify,
peaticide problems.
InSLuf1'icient knowledge and/or
resources to identify, prevent
and solve problems of pesticide
contamination
of the environmennt
in general was also apparent
not fInd this to be a source but the CIC'/ECOTECNIA EA team did
of significant environmental
harm.
Three alternative courses of
action or strategy components,
available to USAID/Guatemnala
in
oroer
to comply with 22 CFR Part
216 and/or mitigate significant
environmriental effects sttmming
from pesticide use in agricultUral
activities supported directly
or indirectly by ORD projects,
were identified: A)
No action; B)
developing an "umbrella" IPM/Pesticide
management program to
serve all ORD projects; and,
C) Development of individual
IPM/Pesticide management components
Under e-ch project. The Scope
of Work for this Environmental
Assessment specified the
development of option B).
According to surveys, ORD
or indirectly, about 40 crops, projects Pre supporting, directly
including traditional and non
traditional, for both export and
local markets.
Several cropping practices emerged
as important from the
crop protection standpoint.
They are:
i) Year-round or nearly
year-round cultivation; ii)
Different plant/harvesting times
the same arid different crops in
for
neighboring fields; and, iii)
inconsistent practices for disposal
of crop residues. These
practices are conducive to the
development of high pest
Populations Unles.s extreme care
is exercised in the total
management scheme.
Some of the environmental effects
of PeStiCide-LI6s0
by the CICP/ECOTECNIA EA team
include:

tUdiued

Little
evidence of pesticide-indced
mortality in
wildlife, domestic anfmalu and
other ve, tebrate5, the

e

highest of which occurred along
the southern coast,
Water with no evidence of contamination;
with consistent residues of metamidophos; soil samples
and, product
samples with significant residue
levels of metamidophos
and traces of ,nethyl parathion
and cypermethrin,
Circumstantial
resistance,

evidence of the development
of insect

Variable human health effects
ranging from trace
contamination of human tissue
to fatalities,
Pesticide poisonings to be
most often caused by
metamidophos, other organophosphates
and paraquat,
Traditional. non-export small
farmer crops such as
corn, beans and wheat utilized
a much smaller
proportion of total production
costs for pesticides
than did high value export crops
such as snuw peas,
broccoli, cauliflower and lettuce,
Potential kills of fish and
shellfish, and potential
pesticide residues in export
and local consumption
products,
Potentil

increased foreign currency
demands to finance
Pesticide imports, and
-

Potential

pesticide misuse problems at
the farm level.

The different participants
procurement-distribution process identified in the pesticide
are:
the farmer and farm
worker, the retailer, the distributor
or chem!cal company, as and
the public sector agencies and
USAID/B itself. Several ways
of
"accessing" these participants
were identified.
Two major areas were identified
as requiring substantial
training efforts. They are:
Inte rated Pest Management as
it
relates to crops that use pesticides
intensively and Pesticide
Aqromndicine in general and for
high pesticide use crops in
particular.
In addition, some training in
pesticide
registration, residue analysis,
formulation regulation,
monitoring environmental toxicology
disposal of. pesticides and containersand safe handling and
was found to be of use.
Mitigative measures are not included
in this Executive
Summary, as they have been presented
under a separate heading
above.
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LIST OF ACRONYMS
-

,
-



-

a

A.I.D.

U.S. Agency for International
Development
(Agencia de los Estados Unidos
para el Desarrl1o
Internacional)

APROFAM

Pro-Yamily Welfare Association
(AsoclaciOn Pro-bienestar de
la Familia)

AGA

Guatemalan Farmer Association
(Asociacion uLIatemalteca die Agricultores)

AGMIP

Guatemalan Association for Integrated
Pest
Management
(Asociacibn Guatenalteca de Manejo
Integrado de
Plagas)

AIFLD

American Institute for Free Labor
Development
(Instituto de los Estados Unidos
para el
Desarrollo del Sindicalismo
Libre)

A!FLD/CUSG

American Institute for Free Labor
Development/

Confederation of Guatc1alan
Labor Unions

(Instituto de los Estados Unidos
para el
Desarrollo del Sindicrlismo
Libre/ Confederacion
de Unidades Sindicales de Guatemala)
BANDESA

CAT IE

CEDIA

CICP

National Agricultural Development
Bank of
Guatemala
(Banco Nacional de Desarrollo
Agricola)
Tropical Agricultural Research
and Training Center
(Centro Agron~rmica Tropical de
Investigacibn y
Enseftanza)
Center of Agricultural Information
and
Documentation
fCentro de Informacion y Documentacibn
Agricola)
Consortium for International
Crop Protection
(Consorcio intetrnacional para
la Proteccibn de
Cultivos)

COGAAT

German Food-for-Work Assistance
Program
(Cooperacion Guaternalteco-Alemana
de Alimentos pnr"
Trabajo)

CONACAJ

National Council of AqriCL,Itural
4-H
(Consejo Nacional do Clubes A.qricola Clubs
5 4-S)

*iO
CONACOMIP

National

Integrated Pest Management Consulting

Committee
(ComitO Nacional Consultivo
sobre el Manejo
Integrado de Plagas)
CONAMA

National Environmental Commission
of Guatemala
(Comision Nacional del Medio
Ambiente de
Guatemala)

COREDA

Regional Committee for Agricultural
Development
(Comits Regional de Desarrollo
Agricola)

COSUCO

Superior Coordinating Commission,
composed of th
.heads of all MAGA General Directorates
and
Institutes
(Comisi~n Superior de Coordinaciln)

CUSG

Guatemalan Confederation of
Labor Unions
(Confederaci~n de Unidades Sindicales
de
Cuatemala)

DIGEBOS

National Directorate for Forestry
and Wildlife.
(Direcci~n General de EBosques
y Vida Silvestre)

DIGESA

General Directorate of Agricultural
Services
(Direccibn General de Servicios
Agricolas)

DIGESEPE

General Directorate of Livestock
Services
(Direccibn General de Servicios
Pecuarios)

DTSV

Technical Plant Heal-th Directorate
(Direccibn Tcnica de Sanidad
Vegetal)

.EA

Environmental Assessment
(Evaluaci~n Ambiental)

EPA

Environmental Protection Agency
(Agencia de los Estados Unidos
para la Proteccin
del Media Ambiente)

EPS

Professional Supervised Practice
(Ejercicio profesional Supervisada)

FAD

Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United
Nations
(OrganizaciOn de las Naciones
Unidas para la
Alimentaci~n y Agricultura)

FENACOAC

Cooperative Federation of Saving
and Credit
(FederaciOn Cooperativa de Ahorro
y Crbdito)

Ii
FECOAR

Federation of Agricultural apd
Regional
Cooperatives
(FederaciOn de Cooperativas Agricolas
Regionales)

FUNDACEN

Penny Foundation
(Fundacibn del Centavo)

FSR/E

Farming System Research and Extension;
methodology
used by ICTA
(Cultivo, Sistemas de Investigacibn
y ExtensiOn;
metodologia utilizada por ICTA)

GIFAP

International Group of National
Associations of
Producers of Agro-chemical Products
(Agrupaci~n Internacional de Asociaciones
Nacionales de Fabricantes de Productos
Agroquimicos)
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Government of Guatemala
(Gobierno de Guatemala)

GREP.GRO

Farm Supply Distributor's Guild
(Gremial de Proveedores de F'roductos
Agricolas)

HAD-II

Highlands Agriculture Development
Project, as
amended in 1988
(Proyecto Desarrollo Agricola
del Altiplano,
despues de la enmienda do 1968)

ICATA

Environmental Science and Agricuitural
Technology
Institute (Instituto de Ciencias
Ambientales y
Tecnologia Agricola).

ICAITI

Central American Research Institute
for Industry
(Instituto Centro Americana de
Investigacibn y
Tecnologia Industrial)

ICI

Intermediate Credit Institution
(Institucin Intermediaria de
Creditos)

ICTA

Agricultural Science and Technology
Institute
(Instituto de Ciencia y Tecnologia
Agricola)

IDB

Inter-American Development Bank
(Banco Interamericano de Desarrollo)

IICA

Interamerican Institute for Agriculture
Cooperation
(Instituto Interamericano do Cooperacion
para la
Agricultura)

IGSS

Guatemalan Social Security Institute
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(Institute Guatemalteco de Seguridad
Social)
INACOP

National Institute for Cooperatives
(Instituto Nacional de Cooperativismo)

INAFOR

National Foresty Institute
(Instituto Nacional Forestal)

INAP

National Public Administration
Institute
(Instituto Nacional de la Administracibn

INCAP

Pbblica)
Institute for Nutrition of Central
America and
Panama
(Instituto de Nutritibn de C.A.
y Panama)

INDECA

National Agricultural Marketing
Institute,
mandated to assist with all agricultural
marketing
activities, but so far, deals
mostly with
stabilizing basic grain prices
through a storage
program
(Instituto Nacional de Comercializacibn
Agricola)

IPM

Integrated Pest Management
(Manejo Integrado de Plagas)

OIRSA

Regional Animal avid Plant Protection
(DrganizaciOn Internacional Regional Organization
de Proteccibn
Agropecuaria)

PVO

Private Voluntary Organization
(Organizaci6n de Voluntarios Privada)

LUCAM

Unified Laboratory for Control
of Food and
Medicine
(Laboratorio Unificado de Control
de Alimentos y
Medicamentos)

MAGA

Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock
and Food
(inisterio de Agriculturap Ganaderia
y
-U men taci~n )

NGO

4on-Government Organization
(Organizacibn no Gubernamental)

ORD

JSAID Office of Rural Development
Oficina de la AID para el Desarrollo

PACD

PCV

>roJect Actual Completion Date
Fecha Prevista de FinalizaciOn
Peace Corporation Volunteer

Rural)

de un Proyecto)

(Voluntario del Cuerpo de Paz)
PID

Project Identification Document

(Documento de Identificacion del
Proyecto)

PP

Project Paper
(Documento del Proyecto)

ppm

parts per million
(partes por millbn)

P/PM

Pest and Pesticide Management
(Manejo de Plagas y Plaguicidas)

PROAG

Project Agreement
(AcUerdo del Proyecto)
Currency of Guatemala
(Quetzales)

ROCAP

Regional Office for Central Ameri-a
and Panama
(Oficina Regional para Centrcnamnrica
y PanamA)

SFD

Small Farmer Diversification Project
(Proyecto de Diversificacibn del PeqUeho
Agricultor)

TCS

Technical and Coordinating Secretariat
- Project
Execution Unit at COSUCO
(Secretariado de Coordinacibn Thcnica
- P-oyecto
legalizado en COSUCO)

UCPC

Unit of Projects and Agreement Coordination
(Unidad de CoordinaciOn de Froyectos
y Convnios)

UNEPAR

Executer Unit of Rural Sewage Projects
(Unidad Ejecutora de Proyectos de
Alcantarillado
Rural)

USAID

AID Mission in GLatemala
(Mision de AID en Guatemala)

USDA

U.S. Department of Agriculture
(Depto. de AgricultUra de los Estados

USPADA

Unidos)

Sector Planning Unit for Food and
Agr.Lcultural
Development, responsible for MAGA
planning,
evaluation and statistic:s (Unidad
Plan.ificacio,, p:,ra la Alin-intacibn Sectoral de
y e. Desarrollo
Agric:ola, entidad du planificaci6n,
evaluacibn y
estadistica dul MAGA)
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I.

INTRODUCTION

This Environmental Assessment covers
principally four
ORD/USAID/GLuatemala projects: Agribusiness
0276), Cooperative Strengthening (520-0286), Development (520
Pilot Commercial
Land Market II - OPG (520-0343) and
Agricultural
Production Ind
Marketing 3ystems Project (520-0363).
It
makes
reference
to two
additional projects, Small Farmer
Diversification Systems (52)
0255) and Highlands AgricLulture Development
(520-0274) whose
environmental assessment is presented
under
separate
cover
(CICP/ECOTECNIA 1988).
Small Farmer Diversification Systems
is
to be incorporated into the amended
Highlands Agriculture
Developmen- r
mroject (HAD-If).
A.

agribusLness Development _(520-0276)
The purpose of this project is to
provide small farmers with
profitable outlets for Their fruit
and vegetable production. A
total of $ 9.5 million in loan funds
and $ 3.0 million in grant
funds was authorized in late 1984.
BANDESA
was to receive $ 1.5
million, of which $ 0.75 million would
finance production credits
for small farmer groups and agricultural
cooperatives.
Production credits are
be used to finance direct
production costs (labor and to
inputs) of small farmers. K(ANDESA
sCb-lends based on crop plans provided
by the groups. (*,.I.D. is
providing assistance for the procurement
and/or use of pesticides
under this project component and the
project is subject to the
pesticide pr'ocedures under 216.3(b)(i).
B.

Cooerative Strenthnn{

520-0286)

The purpose of this project is to
help develop a more
viable, efficient and effective Guatemalan
cooperative movement
by working with selected federations
and
their
affiliated
cooperatives to enhance their managerial
and
service
delivery
capabilities and by improving their
performance and profitable
enterprises.
Up to $3.8 million in credit can
be provided to selected
cooperative federations who will
then
(i.e., cooperatives and small farmer lend to their members
purposes, including crop production. groups) for a variety of
The crop production
financing activity may include pesticide
provisions must be made for the project procurement and
to comply with Regulation
16, part 216.3(b)(i).
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C.

Commercial Land Markets II (520-0343)
The purpose of this project is to
establish

Penny Foundation's Voluntary

and expand the

land purcha~se/sale program as a

eit
Supporting activity capable of increasing
agricultural
productivity and incomes to the rural
poor.
This %roject
enables the Penny Foundation to purchase
larger
nonutilized °farmF;
and resell them to small farmers in
s-nalier tracts (average 2.8
ha per family).

The policy of the Penny Foundation
is to provide th
necessary working credit toeach
farmer. The credit is
_)r farm
materials, such as fertilizer, pesticides,
seed and roo,. stock,
and a subsistence wage.
The small farmers apply as a group
through their Committee of Representatives
credit.
The Penny Foundation purchases the to the Foundation fur
farm materials which
it delivers to each farm.
A total of $ 4.35 million has been
obliqatdcj -for this
component, which also includes credits
in the form of partial
"salarieus"
for the beneficiaries.

Procurement of pesticides is

subject to Regulation 16, Part
Monitoring safe and effective
pesticide use is
this

216.3(b)(i).

simpler in
project since pesticide
centrally by the Foundation's technical purchasing is done
staff, who also
Supervises its use through a technical
assistance program.

D.

aion

and Marketing Services

_

The purpose of this project is to
de Unidad Sindical de Guatemala" (CUSG) provi-t- the "Confederaci6n
with the institutional
capacity to administer a service
delivery system to its affiliate
farm unions.

These services will consist of

production credit,
technical assistance, marketing and
edlucation.
The crediL component is deemed central
to the success of the
project.
The project anticipates the processing
of approximately
60C individual loans for approximately
$106 per ha. per farmer if)
1988, its first
year of operation
The
sesame, corn, wheat, coffee, vegetables project will work with
and fruit
in the
Southeastern and southwestern areas
of
Guatemala.
The American
Institute -for Free LaLor Developmnrfnt
(AIFLD)
technical
advisory
group will supervise products t h'.t
can be given to farmers.
As
the credit may be used for the rjrocurement
of
pestic:id3i,
tile
project ib covered by the pesticide
procedures in 216.3(b)(i).

71.

DESCRIPTION O;F AFFECTED AREA
The four ORD projects are
operational throughout most
country (areas identified
of the
in Fiqure 1).
The Agribusiness
.evelopment project has had
moderate activity in regions
and no activity in the remainder
I and V
of the country. The Cooperative
Strengthening project has
had some activity in region
V and none
in other regions.
The Commercial Land Markets
II project has had
moderate activity in regions
I, II and IV., slight activity
regions V, VI and VII and
in
no activity in the rest of
the
country.
The Agricuitral
Production and Marketing Services
project
had slight activity in region
V and no activity in the rest has
of
the country yet.
As stated by project officers
and personnel interviewed
the CICP/ECOTECNIA EA team,
these projects plan to intensify by
their activities
in the future.
project plans to have intensive. The Agribusiness Development
activity in regions I and
V,
moderate activity in regions
I,
VI and VII, slight activity
region IV and no activity
in
in region VIII.
The Cooperative
Strengthening project plans
to extend its activities to
most of
the country through FENACOAC.
The Commercial Land Markets
project plans to have moderate
II
activity throughout the entire
Country (m'inus region III).
The Agricultural Production
Marketing Services project
and
plans to have in{-nsive activity
regions I, IV and VI and no
in
activity
in the rest of the country.
Following is a brief description
of atfected regions and
relevant projects' activities.

A

onI

This is the Western portion
of Guatemala.
It has the
highest elevations of the
country and a markedly irregular
topography. Land pressures
are highest in this region
persons/km
(191
- coLIntry average: 80 persons/km
) and farm sizes are
smallest (0.2 ha/person country average: 7.9 ha/person)
1988).
(AID
It has the hJ.ghest percent
of below-subsistence-level
farms (33.2% of total number
of farms in the entire country)
and
subsistence farms (11.4% of
total), which together comprise
only
5.6% of the COurntry's agricultural
area (ICATA/AID 1984).
It covers approximately
and about 17% of the
country's entire territory. 18,127 km
Its 1968 population is 2,3136,366
inhabitants distributed in
110 municipalities (APROFAM
Its altitude ranges between
190).
900 and 3,400 meters above
sea level
with an average temperature
of 18 C. The average annual
is 1.500 mm and the rainy
rainfall
season lasts approximately
si,' months.
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Three ecological zones predominate in this region:
-

Humid mountainous low
sub-tropical
Humid sub-tropical

forest
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forest;

(temperate);

Very humid mountainnus
low sub-tropical forest.
The predominant crops
in this region are: coffee
spp.), wheat (Tritictm
spp.), apple
(M
LIS spp), pear (Coffoa.
(mlspp.), peach (Prnu
spp.), avocado (Per-ea
am-i(M.n
.), banana
spp.), corn Qua mays),
(S31AMLan2
"r-a-~eOS)
beans
(Phaseolus
and cabbage,
broccoli, caul spp.),
potato
i flowean
and caan
brussel sproutsnqq_
(Crucifbrae)
b
Natural vegetation includes
oak (Ouercus spp.), generally
associated pine (F.inut.L
spp.), spruce (.Is spp.)
alders (Alnus.
spp.) and cypress (CupreSLs
spp.).
The region I.s inhabited
by a variety
Mayan descent.
Several different languagesof ethnic gr'up5 of
are spoken and native
clothing is common.
The predominant ethnic
groups are Quich.,
Cackchiquel, Tzutuhil
and Mam.
To
the
north
OLJch6 live Kanhobal,
of Huehuetenango and
Ixil, Popoti and Chuj indians
(ICATA/AIDp
1984).
In recent years, an increased
entreprn ".rial commercial
spirit has begun to develop
among the Indian [opulation
especially in the larger
.,
towns. This offers an
appar'twith the more traditional
contrast
communiratiors and family farming Indians. Changes in
structure have turned
into merchants and entrepreneurs
these Indians
more competitive than
"ladino" counterparts
their
(ICATA/AID 1904).
Again, these chances
reflect an increasing
may
struggle for subsistence
as populations
grow and land pres-sures
ircrease.
Highland Agriculture
Development and Small
Diversification project
Farmer
activities in this region
extensively discussed
have bWon
in a companion document
(CICP/ECOTECNIA
1988) and are not discussed
here.
The Agribusiness Development
project has had
in this region to date.
BANDESA has granted creditlittle activity
cooperative (Los Manzaneros)
to an apple
in
the
department
of
M. Paz, BANDESA, personal
El Guicho (Juan
communication 1980).
potential for granting
However, the
production (including
pesticide) credits
is large in this region.
The Commercial Land Markets
working in intensive agriculture ii project, throuqh FUNDACEN, is
crops in this region.
at Cho~aqiej, San Andros
A group
Smetabaj, SololA is
receiving technical
and financial assistance.
assisting them in pesticide A private exporting firm (ALCOBA) is
procurement and use. OtItor
projects in the region
FUNDAC-N
inclode SuccLm (in the
same municipality)
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and Maria Linda, in San Jose
Xacayl, Sooll.
Based on FUNDACEN's perceptions
of user benefits, this
activity is likely to be continued
and expanded in the future.
The Cooperative Strengthening
project, in its initial stages
(institutional development and
training), has been concentrated
in this region and future plans
are to have a strong influence
in
agriculture through the credit
component.
Agricultural
cooperativo federations affiliated
to the project in this region
include FECOAR and FEDECOAM
Othur federations -nclud, (TEXC
(folk crafts), FENACOAC (savings
.
and loan-) and FEDECOM (consumer
goods).
Of those mentioned, FECOAR will
b~e the first to receive
short-term credit (for production)
and long-term credit (for
investments).
The purpose of these credits
with be to improve
traditional crops, such as corn,
beans, and wheat, in the region
(D. Fledderjohn, personal communication
1988).
In addition, this project plans
to establish GO
demonstration plots of corn
in
1989,
fertilizers and genetic improvement. to show the use of
Its purpose is to promote
the use of new fertilizer
formulas and new seeds that
will
be
sold by the federations.
The Agricultural Production and
Marketing Services project
has not worked in this region
yet.
It
plans to extend production
credits, technical assistance
and training through AIFLD/CUSO.
Production credits will emphasize
agricultural diversification.

SRegions I

and VIII

These adjacent regions
their ecological, geological,are discussed togther because of
hydric, agricultural and cultural
similariti es.
They comprise the departments
of Alta Verapaz, the PurulhA
municipality of Baja Verapaz,
the UspantAn municipality of
El
Quich6 and the northern part
of Lake Izabal in the department
Izabal.
of
Total area for these regions
is 16,O63 kmn2 and its total
popula tion is 698,165 inhabitants
(APROFAM 1988).
Both regions are located just
north of central Guatemala,
region VIII bordering the Petn
department.
Predominant cultures in these
lesser extents Focomchi, Uspanteco regions are Keckchi, and to
and Ixil (ICAIA/AID 1984).
Roads are poor, es pocially
the Frarn. a TransvLrsal dol Nor't.e.in region VIII, the area known as
Two road5, primarily serving
oil fi uld; are its only access.
Tihe
regions aro perceivd.d as
having a high economic duvelopment
potcantil boc auns
of prssiblc,
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oil deposits. Currently, subsistence
Agriculture prevails among
small and medium size farmers
(ICATA/AID 1984).
Percentage rural

population

is high in these regions (84%
compared with 61% national
average).
Public services are scarce
in spite of high population
densities (ICATA/AID 1984).
Predominant ecological
-

-

zones include:

Very humid sub--tropical
forest
Very humid sub-tropical
forest
Very humid tropical forest
Rain sub-tropical
forest
Humid sub-tropical forest
Rain mountainous low forest

(hot)
(temperate)

Climate is very variable.
In most of the regions, annual
rainfall is high and betwoen
2,000 to 3,000 mm, with
some areas
receiving as much as 5,000
mm.
Rainy seasons last from 9
to 11
months per year (De la Cruz
1.9R2).
Tomperatu.,s ranges
the higher- temperatures.

between

16 to 27 C, region VIII

having

Main crops in these regions
include coffee, cardamon
(Elletaria
c;rdpflm _nu)
and cacao (Theobroma cacao
.).
Annual
crops encounter problems
due to high rainfal
1-and
little
depth.
soil
Most farmers produce corn
and beans and the potential
agricultural
for
diversification
is considered limited (De
la Cruz
1982).
Natural vegetation Includes
"ram n blanco" (Ecropsim n
alicatcc
...=...
"Manchiche" (LonchocarpUc
. .....
.....
.......
, .
sp.), "palo sangree IInr
(ViEr-a sp.),
"Guarumc"
(Cecroin
sp.), Petin pine (P.inuS
carib1 ea),
"sad" pine (Pinus
c.Idostrocs)
"aguacatillo"
(Porye.a
- ynyl m ithij
), sweet gum (QL.i.ramhar
styac
:i' ua )
magrnolia (Ma
juatma1ngiant
begonia
nr
sp)
and others.
"
g
t
o
(Gunn.......
.
)
These

regions

have a

high

forestry potential and
some
extensive cattle production
potential.
Ecosystems are fragile
because of the thinness of
soils and high rainfall.

The Commercial Land Markets
II project supports coffee
farms
in TkccurO and Cahabbr,, Alta
Verapaz.
The Cooperative Strengthening
project is working in this
region throuih FEDPCOVERA.
Based on estimates from
project
personnel,
.2 out of 3 beneficiar-ies
of this
federation (28
coopprat.ivPs and 6,000 aff.iliates)
are located in the Polochic
valley and principally
dedicated to coffee cultivation.
This
target group has received
training in institutional
clevolopment
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and may potentially be agricultural
beneficiaries through the
credit component.

C.

Bio0 IV

It borders region VI to the east,
Mexic:o to the north-west,
regions I and V to the north and
the Pacific ocean to the south.
Comprises the departments of Escuintla.,
Suchitepeqluez, Retalhule
and lower portions of Ouetzaltenango
and San Marcos. Covering
11,375 km , it is inhabited by 1,401,512.,
people (APROFAM 1980)
and it is the third largest-in size
but
the most important
economically, because of traditional
agricultur, activities,
including coffeu, sugarcane, cattle
and cotton.
An outstanding feature of this region
is the number of
rivers that traverse it.
It is estimated that nearly 23 billion
cubic meters of water flow from the
highlands down to the Pacific
ocean through this region.
The largest underground water
reservoirs are located
here.
Its geological origins are quaternary
flood plains and
volcanic fprmations in intermontano
valleys.
Acquifern are
formed in pyroplastic quaternary
deposits neiar the surface. Some
studies have obtained yields from
13 to 76 m3 of water per second
(ICATA/AID 19.84).
Its topography is considered the
most uniform of the entire
country. Good soils and rainfall
patterns, access to ports and
markets and good roads contribute
to this region's agricultural
importan.e.
While there are areas where the
Tzutuhil language is spoken,
most Indian populations found Y.n
this region are migrant workers
from the highlands.
Predominant ecological zones include:
-

Very hunild sub-tropical forest (hot)
HuMid sub-tropical forest (hrot)
Dry sub-tropical forest.

Higher areas get as much as between
2,100 to 4,300 mm of
rainfall per year, distributed in
7 - 10 months. The lower areas
get between 500 to 2,000 mm per year,
in 5 to 6 months.
Temperatures range from 19
to 27
C, and are particularly high
in areas centrally located with
respect to the coastline and the
piedmont.
Elevations range betwcon 0 to 1,600
meters above sea
level.
Main crops include cotton (-orypiu
i h, rFL.t.m)
sugar'anu
(._EI'rEi,, off i:.inarum) , plaint.in
and banana (ljuSa spp. )

coffee,
corn,

rubier (Hevea

brassilensle),

ben , rice, sorghum

(Qprqhurn
.

cacao (Theobroma
Vlgare)
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cacao),

and sesame

(,esamum

Natural veqetation includes
"corozo"
h
cabbage tree (Andira inermis),
e
-r-Eti)
"volador"
(Terminalia
"kola" (Strc-lia
.JongA),
tao.[,-,).,
blackberry (Clorphoa
tinc tori a)
laurel (Corq
a II at-scutifohla)
"ceibillo"
iodora)
red mangrove (RhI
(Ceiba
_
2o .ho.am_ang..!.) ,
and others.
The Commercial Land Markets
II project supported a
farm (it burned down in
coffee
1987 and it has no beneficiaries
at the
prosent time) and another with
pineapple in Guana:.zapa,
Escuintia and three more
in San Vicente Pacaya (Escuintla),
Barbara and San Juan Bautista
Santa
(Suchiteptquez); the last
has not
been distributed to beneficiaries
yet.
The Agricultural Production
and Marketing Services
intends to work in this
project
regicn, mainly in sesame
production.
High n mber of agricultural
worker unions are located
in this
reg ion.
The Coop.rative Strengthening
project has a relatively
potiential for activities
low
in agriculture in this
region, ovn
though 8 coopera'tivos are affiliated
to FENACOAC (4 - Es".ntla'
I - Mazatenango,
2 - San Marcos, i - Coatepeque)
and they are
oriented towards savings
and loans and to the consumer.

D.

RejonV

This region consists of
the central portion of
which includes the departments
GuatpnIala,
of Guatemala, Baja Verapaz,
Chimaltenanco, El Frogruoo
and Scatep.qnz, Altitude
between 250 meters above
ran"s
sea level in El Progreso
meters above sea level
to
2,300
in Chimaltenango.
Its total area .is 9,616
km , with a 1988 population
of 2,538,000 (including
Guatemala
City) (APROFAM 1908).
The predominant life zones
in this region are:
-

Humid sub-tiopical forest
(temperate);
Humid mountai.n ous low forest;
Dry sub-tropical forest.

Annual rainfall, concentrated
in the second half of the
year, is 500 - 1,600 mm
and temperatures range
between 19 to
26 C.
Crops of this region include:
corn, beans,, cabbage,
broccoli, cauliflower, brussel
sprouts, tomato
s , .pepper (_u
-'.
u.m spp. ) and OnLher pro(.__.
iu -C:ts . .....
_ __
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intensive agriculture.
Also common are fruit
trees, such as
peach, apple and avocado.
Large areas of forest potential land
use exist in this region.
Representative species of the region are: leucanena
(Leucacna ULatemalensis) , oak, pine and cow tongue (Curatella
americana).
Its soils have good physical and chemical qualities
and through irrigation could develop their full
agronomic
potential.
HAD activities
companion document

in this region have been covered in a
(CICP/ECbTECNIA 1900).

The Agribusiness Development project includes two of
it5
main beneficiaries in this region, the Cuatro Pinos
and Magdalena
cooperatives.
Both export non-traditional vegetables and lave
received credits for plant equipment and vehicles.
Export
agr'iculture potential is high in the region and likely
th*:'
Agribusiness Development project will
continue to support its
development.
The Commercial Land Markets II project has had sc:me activity
in this region.
Some preliminary land-purchase activitie:.s have
started irn the Chimaltenango area.
7he idea is to devclop small
farmer horticulture.
One of these farms has already started
operations at Parramos, in the department of Chimalternango.
After Region I, this would be the next region with the
stronqest influence by the Cooperative Strengthening
project.
The two principle federations working in this region
are FECOAR
and FENACOAC.
Both have been involved in the project through
instituticnal development and training (financial stability),
and
of these FECOAR will
begin using credit for agric'ulture in 1909.
Cooperatives affiliated
with federations supported by the
Cooperative Strencjthening project .rant production cr.dits
for
small 'farmer horticulture in the Chimaltenango area as
well,
although the money being ubed comes from other sources.
E.

aegion VI

It is located in the Southern and South-Ea;tern portion
of
Guatemala.
It covers 8,237 km and had 760,055 inhabitants in
1908 (AFRUFAM 1988).
The terrain consits
of flatlands, rollinq
hills to slightly irregular terrain in parts of Jalapa
and
JutiUpa.

Soil

quality

varies.

Good quality

soils

arc

found in

the f latlands and very poor soils on the hillsides.
Potential
land uus
for somc. of theoe soils are forest management and
wildlife conservation.
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The main life zones in this
region are:
-

Sub-tropical dry forest:

Humid sub-tropical forest (temperate).
Temperatures range between
18 and 26 C. Annual rainfall
between 5'00 and 1.,350 mm.
is
and concentrated in the
second half of
the year.
Altitudes range between
200 and 1,750 meters ab:ve
sea
level.
-

The most important crops
are: cnrn, black beans,
sativa) , to rato, tobacco
r'ie
(Nicotiniana tabacum) , watermelon (Ory..
... .......
VLgar)
melons (Cucumis me Io), onion
(A.1 Iium..S.2.[a.) ,
and pastures.
The principal species of
this region are: l'ucanena
(Leucaena .uatemalensis
pitch pine (Finus oocarD
) and oak.
The HAD project has been
working in all departments
regions. The great, t activity
of the
has taken pl)ace in
uLtiapa and in
the higher elevations of
Santa Rosa.
HAD project activities in
this region are described
companion document (CICP/ECOTECNIA
in a
1988).
The SFD project has
had no activities in this
region.
The Commercial Land
little activity in this Markets II project has had relatively
region.
Some land acquisitions have
negotiated and concluded
been
but no reselling to small
farm.rs has
taken place yet.
The CooperatJve Strengthening
project potential for activity
in this region is relatively
low. Cooperatives affiliatocd
FECOAR are loc:ated in Jutiapa
with
and in Monjas. The rest
region doe: not have agricultural
of th.
cooperative activity.
are 3 affiliates of FENACOAC
There
in
this
rg.ion, I in San Pedro
Pinula (Jalapa), I in San
Rafael Las Flores and 1
in Nueva Santa
Rosa (both in ,anLa Rosa).
Regional activity of this
would be directed at traditional
project
rice, with short- and long-term crops, such as corn, beans and
credit mainly for FECOAR
affiliates.
The Agricultural Production
and Marketing Services project
intends to promote productivity
and production increases
traditional crops in most
in
of this region through appropriate
technology development and
credit.
Climate and soil are limiting
factcys to crop diversification
in
this
region.
The project
plans to further $nve:stigate
diversification options
and improve
marketing mechanilsms through
small agrarian labor unions.
The Agribusiness Development
proiect has acquired incrn.,

ed
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importance in the region, with the
extension of credit to tobacco
growers (Juan M. Paz, BANDESA, personal
communication 1908).
Pesticide and application costs as
a percentage of total costs in
tobacco growing are 25% in this region
(BANDESA 1988).

F,

Anagonoy0MI

It is located in the eastern and
north-eastern sections of
Guatemala and includes 3 departments
of which two are affected by
HAD-I (Rolando Sanchez, DIGESA, personal
communication 1908).
The affected area cover-s 5,066 km
in 2 departments, Za(:apa and
ChiquiJmula, and has a population of
390.,000 inhabitants (AF'ROFAM
1980).
Altitudes range between 150 and 1,350
meters above sea
level; temperatures between 19 and
20 C; annual rainfall between
400 and 1,350 mm, distributed in
the months of May through
November.
The life zones in this regions ares
-

Dry sub-tropical

-

Humid sub-tropical forest (temperate);
Thorny sub-tropical brush.

forest;

High levels of evapo-transpiration
and insolation
charact.rize this region.
Soils are moderately deep in' the
flatlands and poor', shallow and rocky
in the higher regions.
Crops commonly found in the lower
elevations are tomato,
tobacco, okra (Hibiscus esculentu-)
,
_Ucrbit..ic.:_a e. pepper and
other Soancrea.
In the higher elevations, beans,
corn and
other less intensive crops are found.
The natural vegetation consists of
royal palm in the lower
elevations, tuno (COmaeroyeriuEs sp.,
Cepial.C-ceriLS sp.., Npalea
sp.), gum trees (Acacia spp. )
.
"pi -....
.
Persk_i
upp. ),
ucaena and in the higher elevations,
pitch
pone and oak.
HAD activities in this region are
described in a companion
document (CICP/ECOTECNIA 1988).
The SFD projert has not operated
in this region.
t The Commercial Land Markets II project has one coffee

farm

at ElI Mirador, Usumatlon, Zacapa.
This region has the lowest potential
for Cooperative
Strengtthenin.j pro.ject activities,
in reference to agricultural
activities. Nu plans exist to providu
credit or promotion
activjit.is in thiG region since most
of the coopuerat.vare
affiliated "in natme only" to FENACOAC.
In addition, FENACOAC is

not an immediate beneficiary
of the credit component.
The Agribu.sines Development
project has not worked .in tho
region yet, but may in the
future, as potential credit
beneficiaries are expanded to i.nclude
tobacco growers.
The Agricultural Production
and Marketing Servicces dor.-:
not
include this region in its
target areas.
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III.

INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONSHIPS, ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

This Chapter identifie
the governmental, non qovr-rnrImental,
international and private entities that are involved
or likely
to
be invulved in the implementation of the four ORD projects.
They are:
A.

Ministry of Agriculture
1.
DIGESA
2.
I CTA
3.
BANDESA
4.
CCNACOMIP
5.
Major Institutional

Weaknesses

B.

Ministry of Health and IGSS
1.
Ministry of Health
2.
IGSS

C.

Ministry of Labor

D.

Interministerial Groups
1.
Interministerial Commi.csion on the Safe Management
of Pesticides
2.
National Environmnental Con-m, ission

E.

NGO's/F'VO's
1.
CARE
2.
Penny Foundation-FUNDACEN
3.
AIFLD/CUSG
4.
AGMIP

F.

Universities
1.
University of San Carlos
2.
Del Valle University

G.

Regional and Other Resource Institutions
1.
IICA
2.
ICAITI
3.
CATIE/MIP
4.
OIRSA

H.

Private Sector
1.
Cooperatives
2.
GREPAGRO

A full

doscription of thuecsie orqanizations aind

is presunted in
ard ruiar.usibilitijoi
imp 1 umin Lingu-

Appendi:

12.

as well
recommenda tiorn

Their Curreiit roles,
as their
stmminq

potential

f ren this
Asse ,gimt L arc, hicJhligjhtrd irn that appt ndix

institu

-ions

relatiun!jhipti

roles
ini
Envi ronmen ta 1
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IV.

LEGAL MANDATES

Existing and proposed Guatemalan
laws were analyzed in
reference to the environment,
pesticides, natural heritage,
and forest resources in relation
to the ORD projects.
A.

National

water

Envo.ronment1lLJ

Ever though the Guatemalan Law
for the Protecticn and
Improvement of the Environment
requires an environmental impact
evaluation of projects or works,
there is no regulation that
stipulates the requirements and
scope this study must have.
Article 8 of the Law for the
Protection and Improvement of
the
Environment states
"For all projects, works, industry
or any
other activity
that by its
characteristics can cause
detvr.ioration of thu natural
renewable or nonrenewable resources,
or the environment, or introduce
modif.icaticns to the countryside harmful or- noticeable
and the cultural resources of
the natural national heritage,
before development is carried
out
an environmenta.l impact evaluation
must be done by experts in the
field and approved by the Environmental
Commission."
Since the principal objectives
develop and increase the production of the six projects is to
of the small farmer in rural
areas, throogh crop diversificatio)n,
agribusiness development,
zooperative strengthening, promotion
of
new production systems,
land and agricultural marketing,
r~o major conflicts were found
between the implementation plans
for the six projects and tho
existing anrd proposed laws of
Guatemala.
Revision of the HAD
Amendment, :id-term evaluations
and
the
project
papers of the
other five proiects showed that
their basic focus is adequately
within the context for, or does
not conflict
with,
watershed
mana.
c.ment and resource conservalion.
The
Environmental
Law's.
Artic:le 12 paragraph b) objective
refers to "the protection,
conservation and imprnvement
of the country's natural resourcon,
as well as the prevention of
the deterioration, misuse o"
destruction of the Esame .
.
B,

P.roposed Wter Law

Even though legislation exists
that includes articles or
regulations for w.ater, such as
the Environmental Law and the
Political Conntitution of Guatemala
(Articles J27 and 128), they
are either very general or overly
specific.
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This should change if the proposed
General Water Law becomes
effective. The purpose c)f this law
is to fill the gap caused by
the lack of central regulation to
"regulate the dominion,
exploitation, use, enjoyment and
conservaticon of the waters and
the other public domain water resources;
the construction,
modification and demolition of public
works that affect them to
guarantee the satisfaction of social
needs, at the same time
regulate the tenure of the domain,
use and corservation of the
waters, works and other private domain
water resources." (Article
a.)
All the waters in the country are
considered public property
in the Constitution which took effect
,January 14, 1986. Private
water rights acquired before this
date remain as such but, the
title of water rights must be entered
in
administer.,d by the Application Authority the register
(Articles 16 and 18).
If this water law is passed, the Application
Authority, in
charge of the execution of this law
and its regulations, will be
the only entity that can grant water
rights for any use. Rights
for agricultural use will be granted
if the land can be
conveniently drained, the soil is
apt for the proposed crop and
there is the quantity, quality and
availabilty of water.
In
addition the Authority will have to
be notified when the right
gr'antud can be used to irrigate a
larger area than that which was
approved originally or if not all
of the right granted in used.
This law also establishes the priorities
for use of water in
Article 31: "a) Energy; b) Domestic
and
population
requirements; c) Agriculture, forestry,
fishery and aquaculture;
d)
Industrial; e) Mining; f) Recreational;
g)
Other uses."
The General Water Law does not specify
:tny priority between
agricultural, forestry, fisnery or
aquaculture uses.
Out, in
relation to state agricultural and
forestry programs Article 72
states that these activities will
be subject to special
regulations based on the objectives
of the sector
benefitted/affected and the National
Water Plan.
Concerning water contamination, the
Law (Article 99)
"Iprohibitsdumping or introducing to any body
of water, riverbed
that may or may not convey clean or
sewer or waste waters, any
solid, liquid or gaseous residues
that could contaminate the
waters, deteriorate works or other
water resourc: s detrimental to
public health, subsequent uses., natural
resources and the
environment."
Also, Article 100 stipulates that
persons or
entities that cause deterioration
in the quality of water should
take the necessary steps to diminish
the contaminatiornr or improve
the quality of these waters at their
own expense.
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C.

Ex-istinQ and Proposed ForestryL1;s

Existing legislat'on on forestation/reforestation
is
included from the Constitution and
the Forestry Law (Decroe No.
I18-8.).
DIGEOS (formerly INAFOR) is the administrat.r
of this
law "whose objective is to protect,
conserve, promote and
propitiate the exploitation of the
forest resources.
Accordingly, it will
he governed by it
[the law] and its
Regulation, the forests, conservation
products, the lands covered by forests areas, extracts and forest
and those that qualify as
dedicated to forestry, notwithstanding
it's
legal ownership"
(Article 1).
Clearing forests. for agricultural
uses rf.quirpF;
previous authorization from DIGEO3s
and forestation of an area
equal to that transformed.
If there is not c'nough area available
to forest, Q2.00 per square meter
(U.S. $0.74) will
be paid to
the Private Forertry Fund for the
area transformed.
Art.icl .IS.1]
stipulates that the State must previously
acquire private
property affected by the establishment
of conservation arpas
before these are carried out.
A n:w proposed Forestry Law would replace
the existing law
"...Its
ssential
and
primary objective is to monitor the
protection, c-nservati.on,
exploitation, industrial iation,
management and promotion of tl*e
country's forest resources in conlormancre
with the principles of
sustained rational use of the renewable
natural resourccos."
This
new law would require the committment
of all
persons
or
entities;
that exploit forest resources, nonrenewabl
natural resourcos,
water resources and/or works that
use this resource and develop
agricultural areas.
Forestation should b:in
no later than one
year after
if

approved by the Congress of Guatemala.

Vorest

resource

exploitation,

a

water rpsen.rvto u0m., or
shifting land use for agricultural
purposes is begun.
In this
last case, the alternative is to pay
20, 3 or 2 % for anr ual
crops, permanent non-tree crops, and
permanent tree crops,
respectively, "of the cost of forestation
and maintenance for
four years determined on the basis
of the surfacr transformed and
the c:osts of forestation published
annually" (Aricle
33).
In
areas converted to agricultural us.
without forest coveraqe, the
new law would require that certain
required practices be
instituted for soil conservation.
The main difference:: betwen
this law and the existing law, is
that the existing does not
include the requirement of forestation
when exploiting water
resources.
D.

Na.E
_. ra!_He~r i. tasVq

_A

The six ORD projects under evaluation
are located throughout
most of Gua~temala. Steps should be
taken to insure that during
Implemention the projects have a minimum
environmontal impact,
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protect the wild flora and fauna
and
the
natural resources, such
as biotic communities, wr.Ler
sources, watersheds and agjricultural
soils.
Another proposed law th.at could
affect the ORD projects is
the Natural Heritage Law of
Guatemala.
This law, in addition to
"inlsurirng the maintenance of
the essential ecological proce5ses
and the vital natural systems
and "achiuvinJg conservation of for the development of Guatemala"
the genetic diversity of the
wild
flora and fauna of the country;"
will expand and increase the
protected areas for the conservation
of tho wild flora and fauna
and their habitats. With the
possible expansion of these
protucted are.as, which include
national and rogional parks
("biotopos" ) , biological reserves,
reserves, private natural ruerves forest reserves, resource
and others, it is possible
that some work areas of the
OR) pro.iects will fall within
the
protected areas.
In this case, even if it is
private property,
these lands. will have to be
managed ano maintained in accordance
with the norms and regulatior
of the National Heritage Law,
and
if not, the State has the right
to acquire them.
Specifically,
in Article 27 it states that
"public or private enterpriE.
that
actually have or that will develop
activities or installations
so.., fishing or forestry, agricultural
or uxperiment.l, within
the perimeter of the protected
areas,
must
sign a contract in
which th. conditaons and norms
will be establi.hcd, de'terminced
by
an environmental impact study,
under whiclh the mentioned
compani.s will operate, provided
that its activity is compatible
with the area it is related
to."
.

Pesticide Legslation

Finally, the major emphasis
of this project is to evaluate
the environmental impact of
pesticides in ORD projects.
These six projects promote the
development of the small
farmers by providing credit
for traditional crops, such
as corn
and wheat and the agricultural
diversificationi that include;:s
non-
traditional crops such as snow
peas, broccoli, brussel sprouts,
strawburry and others.
In addition to the common use
of
pesticides for traditional crops,
introduction of non
traditional crops results in
an increased usu of chemical
pesticides to combat pests and
diseas-es.
The Flant Health Law,
Article 3 states that the farmrs
have th. obligation to
"exterminate and combat
pests and diseases and
their diffusjon outside existing
stop
the conntry."
Also the Law concerring
the Impnrtat.ion, Cruatio", Stora.j,
Transportation, Sale and Use
of
F'u.,ticidu5

(Decrue No. 43-74)

stipul;..ntes

iL is
the MIni:try of
Agricultur*'. "obl iga tion to
in troducu prudator-s or natural
MOMeM5lies to combat pests, such
a: beneficial insects, bacteria,
fungus, etc., whose importance
leaves it free of any burden.
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Likewise, support and promote all private and
government
activities dedicated to the reproduction or
artificial breeding
of predators, with the aim of combating agricultural
pests."
(Article 5 paragraph c)
Pesticides are included as part of
completr package in
these projects to diversify and increase the
agricultural production.
The "Regulation on the Importation, Creation, Storage,
Transportation, Sale and Use of Pesticides"°
regulates all
pesticide activities in Guatemala. Pesticides
include
insecticides, fungicides, herbicides, nematocides,
acaricides,
plant regulators and other simi.lar products.
In addition to the
requil-ement that all importation, creation, storage,
transportation, sale and use of psticides must
be authorized by
the Ministry of Agricullture and Public Health,
Article 6 r.quires!
that pe.ticides be prpviouo;ly registered in
the Ministry of
Agriculturo. Before registrati.on the Regulation
on Research and
Evaluation of Agricultural Chemicals (Article
i) states that ICT
is retponsible for "the execution or supervision
of field
research and evaluation of agricultural
chemicals. ... "
The
objective of these activities is "to determine
the level of
effectivc.ness and dc:saqcj of the agricultural
chemicals for fiel.d
applicaLions, in conformance with the commercial
use recommended
by the manufacturer." (Article1)
Regarding hygiene and personal safelty Article
21 par.aqraph 2
of the pesticide regulation states that persons
or entities that
are involved in any of these activities should
"provide the
workers with the required personal prot.ction
equipment .
This includes a hat, mask, overall, gloves and
boots.
Article 24
paragraph d) states that all persons in contact
with pesticido.
should "have proof that training was received
on the use and
dangers, given by the General Administration
for Aqricultural
Services, Ministry of Agriculture and Social
Prevention and the
Guatymalan Institute for Social Security; as
well as knowledge of
personal hygiene measures, prevention and first
aid in the use of
pesticides."
As a prevention measure Article 36 states that
workers in contact with pesticides should get
periodic medical
examinations, specifically to check cholinesterase
levels from
the effects of organophosphates.
These examinations aro to be
done by the Gunt'Lpmalan Institute for Socivl
Security,
Article 23
paragraph 5 stipulates that the area where pesticides
are
being
applied should be "removed 100 meters from lakes,
lago:ons,
fountainheads, rivers, brooks or streams that
are for public or
general use ... with the purpose of protecting
humans, aquatic
species and cattle..."
Revision of the existing laws regulating fumigation
demonstrat-ed that no laws ex'ist governing ground
spraying
activities. Lxisting laws only cover aerial
spraying.
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In summary, 1) the six projects of the
ORD -fall within the
existing legislation relating to the mainagement
oi natural
resources; 2)
once approved the proposed water law
would
introduce important modifications to thb
execution
of ORD)
projects including: a)
the requirement to obtain prior alpproval
before executjon of any projects exploiting
water resourc:S and
b)
requiring persons or Entities
caLusinq contamination of water
resourc.es to reduce contamination or improve
the quality of these
resources at their own expense; 3)
pesticide users may not be
complying with the pesticide regula tion
in regards to protective
equipment, inedical examinations and the
distance between the
pesticide application area and water sources
for pubLliC use.
The foloving is

a list

of the laws reviewed:

Law/Rela t i O
Regulation on the Importation,
Creation, Storage, Transportation,
Sale and Use of Pesticides
Law concerning the Importation,
Creation, Storage, Transportation,
Sale, and Use of Pesticides
(Decree No. 43-74)
Law for the Protection and Improvement

Date/
s
19 April 1974

30 May 1974

5 December 1986

of the Environment
Forestry Law (Decree No. ±16-64)

20 December 1984

Vegetable Sanitation Law (Decree No. 446)

25 October 1955

Institutional Regulation - Research
and Evaluation of Agricultural
Chemicals

12 November 1986

Political Constitution of the Republic
of Guatemala

31 May 1985

Decree No. 375
(Aerial Fumigation)

2 September 1975

Water Law (Proposed)

Forestry Law (Proposed)

Under revision by
the National
Environmental
Commission
Law temporarily
withdrawn from
revision proceso3 in
June 1908
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Natural Heritaqe Law of Guatemala
(Proposed)

Law temporarily
withdrawn from
revision process in.
June 1900
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V.

CROP PROTECTION - PEST AND PESTICIDE MANAGEMENT
A.

in

Special Considerations of Pesticides

This section summarizes specific problems of pestic:ide
use

Guatemala,

as they relate to all ORD projects under

evaluation.
The analysis applies to the Small Farmer
Divorsificaticn, Highlands Agriculture Development,
Aqribusiness
Development, Commercial Land Markets II, Cooperative
Strrngthening and Agricultural Production and Marketing
Services
projects.
The objective of the analysis was to identify and describe
significant environmental effects of pesticide use supported
by
actual or potential actions of ORD projects.
Part 216 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (22), especially 216.3(b)
Pontiuido
Procedures was the guiding frame of reference for the
analysis.
Several analytical tools were used to develop the data
on
which the evaluation was based. They were:
1.

A general survey of 469 farmers, inc:luding 35i ORD
project beneficiarics and 1i0 controls; the
questionnaire used in this survey is presented as
Appendix 1.

2.

Collection of Various available statistics on
human pesticide poisonings, production costs and
pesticide imports.

3.

Collection and laboratory analysis of
environmental samples to detect presence of
pesticide residues.

4.

An epidemiological survey of 145 farmers in
inteovive and non intensive crops; questionnaire
used is presented as Appendix 2.

5.

An in-depth agroecological/economic survey of 14
farmers to detect specific pest and pesticide
problems; questionnaire used is presented as
Appendix 3.

6.
7.

An experiment of pesticide effects on non target
organisms as Appendix 4.
A worksh~op to identify pestic:ide problems and
at the farmor's lvel.

solutions
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Data were analyzed using standard personal
computers and
software such as DMase, I.otus and SPSS.
Methodoloqy and rf.nults
are discussed in Section C, points
I - 4 below. A summary of
significant effects is presented here.
Under Regulation 16, a proposed action
has a significant
effect on the environment if it does
significant harm to the
environment [2 16.1(c)(i!)].
Table i presents specific effects of
Guatemala as they relate to ORD programs. pesticide use in
Two
employ:d: Category A, Significant Environmertal categories are
Effects or
Insufficient Evidence to Dismiss Significance;
and, Cateqory B ,
No Effect or Negligible Effect.
These categories servo to
identify all potential environmental
effects and separate those
for which mitigative measures are designed.
Evidence on these effects in presented
in Section C below.
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Table I.

Specific Problems of Pesticide Use in
relate to ORD Projects
CATEGORY A

Guatemala as they

CATEGORY 1E

Significant enviNo effects or
ronmental effects
negligible
or insufficient
effect.
evidence tD dismiss
significance.
1.

Human intoxication

2.

Human intoxication
chronic

3.

Destruction of non
target agricultural
beneficials

4.

Destruction of domestic
animals/livestock

5.

Destruction

6.

Destruction of fish
and shellfish

7.

Effects on other crops

8.

Potential pesticide
residue in export
crops/rejections

9.

Crops of residue
analysis in export
crops

10.

Potential pesticide
residues in crops
for local consumption

Ii.

Cost of residue analysis
for local produce*

12.

Increased production
costs

of bees
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(Table 1. continued)
CATEGORY A

CATEGORY B

Significant enviNo effects or
ronmental effects
nogligible
or insufficient
effect.
evidence to dismiss
significance.
13.

Increased foreign
currency demands

14.

Soil contamination

15.

Water tontamination

*

16.

Increased cost of
control

*

17.

Increased resistance
of pests

18.

Increased pest out
breaks
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B.

,PPponentof Larger USAID/Guatemala
Effort

This section describes crop protec":ion
and pesticide, use in
the context of the overall USAID/Guatem
la mission strategy.
It
summarizes what may caLuse environmental
effects in ORI) projects
and what USAlD/GuateIala can do
about it.
Actual causes and
effects are discussed under C below.
The CICP/ECOTECNIA EA team identified
P
two major causes
c: f
potential pesticide effects in ORD
projects.
They are:

1.

Inadequate crop protection technology;

2.

Insufficient knowledge and/or resources
to
identify, prevent and solve human
health pesticide
problems.

i.

InadeQuate Crop Protectiorn Technolo-y

and,

Crop *protection technology in intensive
export crops was
found to rely for the most part on
a nonecologicl and unsafe use
of chemical pesticides.
Pesticide selection, method of
application and dosage were seldom
influenced by the need to
protect beneficial organisms and ecological
factors affecting
pest population development were not
knowingly taken into
account.
Economic thresholds for pests were
rarely Used.
As
pesticides became ineffective, and
sometimes even when they were
effective,
higher
dosages,

were used.

more poisonous materials and mixtures

(See Section C below).
2.

Insu'ffCiet
Knowledqe and/or Resources
to
identijy.i Prevent and Solve HumanHealth
Pesticide
Prob I ems

While awareness of pesticide dangers
effects on behavior, protective equipment varies and has variable
is seldom available
and/or Used and health clinics are
only visited approximatoly one
out of four times of actual need to
get pesticide intoxication
treatment.
About a third cf suIrveyed farmers
reported receiving
no warnings on pesticide dangers and
another third were
reportedly told to just
be careful.
Some far-niers reported that
they simply were not afraid of pesticide
poisoning.
The vast majority of farmers never
used protective equipment
whilu applyiny pesticides; that which
was used, such as hats and
boots, was standard puzisant apparel.
At a workshop on pestic ide
exposure and dangers various reasons
were given for not using the
eq:ipmcjnt, ranging from that of being
uncomfc)rtable to inablity
to finance.
Only one in every 4 intoxication instances
was
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reported to either Publ.c Health
or Social Security clinics while
use of home remedies was quite
common.
Insufficient knowledge and/or
resources to identify, prevent
and solve problems of pesticide
contamirnation of the environment
in general was also apparent
but the CICP/ECOTECNIA EA team
did
not find this to be a sourc(e
of significant
environ
ntal
harm.
However, this factor wil. also
be addressed when identify.i.ng

mitigative measures.

Three alternative courses of
action or strategy components,
available to USAID/Guatemala
in order to comply with 22
CFR Part
2i.6.3(b) and mitigate significant
environmental effecto
stemming
from pesticide use in agriLultural
activities supported directly
or indirectly by ORD projects,
were identified:
i)

NO ACTION

Do not support procurement
and or use of pesticides directly
or indirectly.
This would imply ceasing most
ORD agricultural
activiti.s :i.n Guattemala.
Enforcing compliance, especial
l, in
cases of indirect support,
would be nearly imposible.
Farimers
who get support in other aspects would free s
of their
own
resoLrces for the procurement
of pesticides.
ii)

UMBRELLA PEST/PESTICIDE MANAGEMENT
PROJECT FOR ALL ORI)
PROJECTS

Design and implement a pest/pesticide
managemcnt project
provide this component to all
USAID/G projects that support
procurement and/or use of pesticides.

iii)

to

INDEPENDENT ACTIONS UNDER EACH
PROJECT'S RESPONSIBILITY

A pest/pesticide management
component is designed, funded
and implemented for each ORD
project directly or indirectly
supporting the procurement and/or
use of chemical pesticides.
To avoid duplication of efforts
and maximize effectiveness
of resource use, and following
directiwev
contained in the SOW
for this EA, an umbrella pest/pesticide
management prcja ct is
further duveloped as the preferred
alternative.
This would imply
i) starting
onome spec ific:
actions under HAD-.1
I
w
pr'j ''
t
documents are prepared, approved
and signed and ii) phasing
the
pest/pestic:ide component of
HAD-If into the larger ORD
project.
The objectives of this pest/pesticide
management pro.ict
would be a) to implement IPM
fir;t in HAD-If and then in
cthr
ORD projerts gradually to the
maximum extent feasibl-, given
presunt knowledge, resource
and time constraints; b) to
implement
an agromedical approach to pesticide
use in HAD-I1 and .IR)
projects; and, c) to set up
an environmental protection
and
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monitoring system, including wildlife and rare/protected
areas.
The strateqy should encompass both HAD-II and
other ORD
projects.
Manimum advantage woulld be obtained from the
HAD-II
organizational set up and resources without
incurrinq any
organizational, institutional or legal problems.
For example,
tho pent/pesticj.de managecment specialist under
HAD-I
-n act as
an advisor in the development of the PID and
PP for the umbrella
project; results and ev:per'iences from HAD-I I
could improve the
design of the larger project.
As the umbrella project got under way, the post/pesticide
managiement component of HAD-II would be phased
into it.
HAD-II
could act as a "pilot" for the ORD P/PM project.
While project
preparation
takes place, available mitigative measures

can be
implmented in other ORD projects, tailoring
them to current
project P/PM status and resource availability.

C1

A.pcted Area

Enivironmntal issues have already been
above, while geography and climate were dealtdiscussed under A
with in Chapter II.
Thi.s soction duscrib.s the affected area from
the standpi.nt of
tropical forests/protected areas and rare/endanqered
species.

1.

Tropical

Frcst

Protected Areas

Three categories of protected areas fall in
the area of
operation of ORD projects. These are: I)
Protected areas that
are managfed ; I1)
Protected areas that are not manaqed; and,
11)
Proposed protected areas.
These areas are presented in Appendix
1.0, Tables 1-3.
Figure 2 shown the location of the existing
protected areas.
The degree of manaqement varies even in those
areas
considered under management. For instance,
management is
conwiderd adequate in the Biotopo Universitario
para la
Conservacion del
uLtzal.
Tropical forests and unique habitats include
forests of Alta Verapaz, lake Atitlan's watershed, the cloud
the Maria
Tecrn heichts, the Cuchumatanes, the Fasi6n
and Chixoy rivers and
the Pacific coast mangrove forests.
Appi:ndi. 10, Table 4 pres-nts a list of rare
and endangered
species compiled from all available sources.
2.

Current Pesticide Use
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In order to determine types of crops financed through
USAID
projects, cropping practices, types of pests and
trends in
pesticide use, the CICP/ECOTECNIA EA team conducted
a survey of
469 farmers in the regions under study.
This survey included 35i
farmers whowere beneficiaries of ORD projects and
118 control
farmers in the highland and coastal regions.
See Apppn.dix 6 for
methodological details.
All current ORD projects were included in the survey.
This
includes the Highlands Agriculture Development,
Small Farmer
Diver-qification, Agribusiness Development, Cooperativr.'
Strengthening, Commercial Land, Markets II and Agricultural
Productiin and Marketing Services projects.
The 4b coan tl
farmers were located in 8 micro-farm settlements
established by
INTA, out of a total of 64 spread along the coast
from Esc:uintla
to the Mexican border.
These were included foreseeing future ORD
activities in the area, either through HAD or through
othor
projects.
a)

Types of Crops

Analysis of the data reveals the crops being financed
by
USAID/G (See Appendix 7, Table 1).
b)

Cropping practices

rield surveys were conducted to determine the types
of crops
being grown in the various regions, when they were
be.ing grown,
the main pests involved and trends in pesticide
use.
The trend
toward diversification, .producing a greater variety
of high value
crops for export, has created problems of a different
kind and
magnitude than were observed with traditional cropping
practices,
particularly with insects and diseases.
Several cropping practices emerged as important
from the
crop protection standpoint.
They arei i) Year-round or nrarly
year-round cultivation; ii)
Different plant/harvesting times for
the same and different crops in neighboring fields;
and, iii)
Inconsistent practices for disposal of crop residues.
Field observatlons and inspection of survey results
showed
that farmers try to keep their fields planted most
of the year.
Depending on the availability of water, dry season
crops are more
or less intensive, sometimes relying on the moisture
left in
soils after the rains have stopp.d.
Weather patterns allow for
some cover on fields in most of the places most
of the year.
As a result, there are hosts for both pests and beneficials
most of the year.
With improper management, this could lead to
severe outbreaks of certain polyphagous pests, since
thay are
provided with a continuous host.
The combination of a continuous
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host sequence and intensive pesticide
use could result in severe
pesticide-related problems, for
example, acceler-ated rate of
resistance development, secondary
pest outbreaks and other
environmental and human health
effects.
This is compounded by an irregular
planting/harvesting
pattern. Although planting of
most crops is concentrated in
some
months, variations were observed
as shown in Table 2.
Table 2.

Number of months in which sampled
farmers reported that
they planted selected ORD financed
crops, 1967.

CROP

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

MOST IMPORTANT' MONTH

Apple
Bean
Beet
Broccoli
Brussel sprouts
Cabbage
Cauliflower

June
May
October
May
May
October
January
June
October

OTHER MONTHS
REPORI ED (NUMBER) I

3
9
7
7
3
8

5
7
6
4
4
II
4
11
7
7
4
-------------------------------------------------------------Source: CICP/iECfECNIA EA team
farmer survey
S.
9.
10.
1K.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Carrot
Corn
Fava bean
Garlic
Onion
Pea
Potato
Snow pea
Tomato
Wheat

January
May
May
October
March
May
April
May
October
June

Survey results showed that only
31% of the farmers destroyed
crop residues. This means that
crop residues are largely left
on
or in the ground until they rot
or until fields are planted
again.
c)

Types of Pest by Crop

1) Thi5 is the number of other
months mentioned by farmers
in which planting of the particular
crop took place.

Pests identified during survey,
by crop are presented in
Appendix 7, Table 2.
d)
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Pesticides procured through
ORD F'rcojects

Insecticides, fungicides and
herbicides procured through
projects, according to farmers'
ORD
survey, are presented in Appendix
7, Table 3.
e)

MOSCAMED Program Implications
and Impac:ts
The t( n reviewed the MOSCAMED
EA conducted by CICP/IICA
in
early 190B. Oeveral issues
were found to deserve commrnt.
*
Pest control efforts by the
MOSCAMED program were found
to bear no relation to thE
amount of economic damage
inflicted
by the medfly to Guatemalan
fruit.
Granted
that an important objective
of the MOSCAMED effort is
to deter- the insect's northern
spread, its
control has
often been Justified in Guatemala
with
no
con(:r'ete
appreciation of its
potential economic damaqe.
This is
analogous to the pest control
situation observed in
most crops surveyed, where
pesticides are applied on
a
calendar basis or as a preventive
measure without an
objective idea of potential
economic damage.
*
Malathion impact on non target
organisms is discussed
below.
Guatemala MOSCAMED applies
aerial spray in alternate
parallel strips, leaving 50%
of the treatment area unsprayed
ordor to minimize damage to
in
non target species.
Other
measures
to reduce impact on non target
species include:
*

restricting the malathion
bait spray treatments to
coffee and fruit
plantations;

*

handling isolated medfly infestations
by ground
spraying host plants; and,
spraying in calm conditions
with large droplets to
reduce drift.

An Environmental Impact Analysis
was made by the CICP/IICA
EIA team on the impacts of
malathion spraying on naturally
occurring non target organisns.
The CICP/IICA ElA-team studies
showed that normal helicopter
spraying (at rates used by
Guatemala MOSCAMED) had no
significont
effect on non tarqgt arthropods
(except for parameters ircluded
in one period) in a natural
plantation. Except in the montane habitat and coffee
one case noted, no statistically
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significant differences were 'found in numbers
of individuals,
species, families or individials per species
or species diversity
.between sprayed and Unsprayed areas in eithertbe montane habitat
or the coffee plantations.
Another Study by the CICP EIA team on the
impact on other
invertebrates showed that results with airplane
spraying were
similar to those obtained from helicopter
spraying.
When high
dosage ground spraying of coffee trees at
the farm Las Nubes
killed an average of 30.3 species and 62.5
individuals per manta,
normal MOSCAMED helicopter spraying never
exceeded an average of
11 species and 31 individuals.
In summary, very high dosages of malathion
bait spray are
harmfL'.l to a wide range of non tarqet arthropods.
However, CICF
EIA team stLtdies showed that normal helicopter
spraying (at
NUSCAMED program rates) had no significant
effects on non target
arth~ropods (excc-?pt for parameters evaluated
during period 3) in a
natural montane habitat or coffee plantation.
Data on impacts on other organisms such as
microorganisfms
and wild vertebrates were not obtained.
However, it was
concludld that impacts on most species of
small mammals exposed
to dosage rates required for insect control
tolerated the
iniiecticide quite well.
3.

Imncts

This section discurses the potential environmental
impacts
of pesticide use in small farmer Guatemalan
agriculture.
Impacts, already listed in Table I above
(pg. 39), are discussed
bel o,..
a.

Non target Organisms

Because pests are almost never isolated and
pesticides are
seldom 100% specific, most pesticides have
an effect on non
target organisms. The CICP/ECOTECqIA EA team
made an attempt to
document these effects in a typical small
farmer SitLution in a
highland crop, broccoli. Three 625 m 'plot,
planted with broccoli
were chosen:
one that had been recently transplanted,
another in
the midst of the vegetative cycle and another
ready for harvest.
One half of each plot was treated with a mix.ture
of 60 q manzate,
50 cc ambush and 100 cc complosal per 18 literapplication pump;
the othr
h-alf was left
untreated.
Two replicates of the
experiment were obtained (See Appendix 4).
i)

No significant differences in the
biodiversity index were found before and
after trc'atmnt when the plantation was
young (0 days after transplant) and n:ar
harvest (60 days a-ftt.-Ar transplant) in

TABLE # 3
RESULTS OF ANRLYSIS OF PESTICIDE
RESIDUES IN ENVIROMENTAL SAMPLES
OCTUBER 11 - 13 1,988

No

FARM

LOCATION

I

El Termal (1)

2

El Termal (2)

Joyabaj
"

Choaquiej (1)

San Andres S

4

Choaquiej (2)

San Andres s

Choaquiej

WRTER

SOIL

( ppb)
NO

PRODUCT

PHOSPHOROUS PESTICIDES
IN GENERAL
WATER

(ppb)

(ppm)

(ppm)

(ppb)

nd

3

5

WATER t4ETAHIDOPHOS
SOIL
PRODUCT
(ppm)
0.03

(ppm )
0.04

0.02

4.18

CYPERMETHRINE

SOIL

PRODUCT

(ppm)

(ppm)
IE
15
12

nd

0.01

0.002

12

San Andres S

6 Sta Lucia Utatlan

Solola

Jan!
RAIt"

nd

0.03

12
0.01

7 Sta Lucia Utatlan

Solola

12.

8

Xetzar'u Bajo

Patzun

12

9

Xetzaru Bajo

Patzun

10 Xetzaru Bajo

Patzun

11 Chirijuyu

Tecpan

nd

12 Chirijuyu

Tecpan

nd

0.03

13 Chirijuyu

Tecpan

nd

0.03

14 Chirijuyu

Tecpan

nd

nd

traces

nd

rod

traces

S.
92

0.03

0.1
0.1
0.1

nd

nd

nd

traces

0.002

traces

0.002

nd
traces

traces

9Z
9;
92

0.01
97

= no detection
traces nd
of C:ypermethrine
in soil= less 0.01 mg/kg (ppm)
traces of Cipermethrine in water=
traces of Cipermethrine in product=less 0.03 ug/litro (ppb)
less 0.002 mg/kg (ppm)
traces of Phosphorous pesticide
in product= less 0.005 ing/kg
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any of the plots.
2)

However-, significant (
0.01)
differences were found in the
biodiversity index before and after
treatment when the plant was
in the
midst of its vegetative cyc.e (30 days
after transplant) and arthropod
populations were at their highest.

3)

Significant (
0.01) mortality was
also caused in spider's and Collembola
both in the mid-season and near-harveit
plots'.

4)

No conclusive results can be obtained
by
one experiment consisting of one
treatment. Multiple applications may
have different effects.

5)

Plots were small and surrourded by other
crops.
No attempt was made to monitor
migration in and out of experimental
olots.

As regards vertebrates and cattle, USAID
beneficiary farmers
were asked whether they had observed
a) bird, b) domestic
animal, c) fish and e)
other animal mortality from pesticides.
Only 1.5% reported bird mortality, 5%
reported mortality in
domestic animals and none reported noticing
fish or other animal
mortality during the survey.
Nevertheless5 interviews with control
farmers in the
southe-n coast did report problems:
17% of those interviewed
reportecd bird mortality after fumigating;
30.4% reported domestic
animal mortality (mainly hens and chickens).;
and, 2% (1 case)
reported finding a dead snake in the field.
b.

Off-site Effects

Pesticides'are washed off to the ground
where they stay
until carried off by wator or until they
break down. Water is
thus a good monitor of off-site contamination.
However,
Guatemala gets high levels of rainfall
and dilution is high. The
CILCP/ECOTCNIA EA team collected samples
of a product, soil and
water in 14 farms throughout the Guatemalan
highlands in midOctober 1908.
Water, soil and product samples were analyzed
for presence
of mutamidophos, a phosphatu pesticide
with a half life of 120
hours at.37 C, in 6 of the sample.s.
W ter, soil and product
samples were analyzed
for presence of'cyprm.,thr-in,
a pyrethroid,
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(with no half life information available),
in4 of the samples.
A generic phosphate residue analysis
was conducted in samples
from 2 of the sites.
Water was not found to be contaminated
in any of the samples
analyzed. Soil samples showed consistent
residues
of
metamidophos. All product samples
showed
significant
residue
levels of metamidophos and traces of
the other pesticides.
Results are presented in Table 3.
c.

Pests - Key Problems by Crop

See 2. c) above.
d.

Identified Incidence of Resistance

Circumstancial evidence of the development
of resistance was
obtained through farmer surveys. When
askad
whether
posts wore
"stronger" every time, 85% of farmers
surveyed who answered th'?
question said yes. When asked whether
it was necessary to use
more pesticides each time, 82% answered
yes.
Pesticides mentioned as being less
effective include:
1)
Metamidophos, 2) Methyl parathion,
3)
Aldrin,
4) Methomyl, and
5) Propineb. Howevr, very few farmers
specified which
pesticides had lost effectiveness.
e.

Relation to Other Programs

The following large scale pest control
programs were
identified:
Human health:
malaria, dengue fever, onchocrercosis
and
chagas control programs.
Agriculture:

Medfly and screw worm control programs.
Representatives from these programs
were interviewed by the
CICF/ECOTIBCNIA EA team. Of these, the
only one reporting
interference from other pest control
programs
was the malaria
program, but the development of cross
resistance was, in this
case, attributed to DDT and carbamates
(clorphoxin) used in
cotton over i0 years ago.
f.

Human Health Implications

These ranged from trace

contamination of human tisut3e to
fatalities and included chronic health
prolonged exposure and/or accuml1ation problems associat.ed with
of pesticides in the human
body.

Several lines of study were pursued
by'the CICP/ECD'mECNIA EA
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team.

They were:
1)

Collection of statistics

from the

Ministry of Public Health clinic
system;
2)

Analysis of 700 clinical pesticide
poisoning records from Public Health
clinics;

Z)

An epidemiological study covering
145
farmers;

4)

Analysis of 416 clinical poisoni.ng
records from the Social Security

Institute clinic system;

5)

A survey of 60 farms by an aqromedical
team;

6)

A workshop to di.scuss pesticide
effects
in 50 farmers.

Results from these efforts are
discussed blow.
N
1)
Published pesticide
statistics: Together,
the Public Health Ministry and poisoning
the Guatemalan Social Security
Institute reported 1,431 pesticide
poisoning cases for 19U7 and
1,073

for 1906.
The Social Security Institute
reported ic)
fatalities
for 1987 and 7 for 1986, the Public
Health
system
reported 29 for 1987 and 33 for
1906.
A
summary
with
the
municipalit.is reporting the
highest
number
of
intoxicated
individuals (5+) both by Public
Health and Social Security is
found in Appendix 9, Table I
and 3, respectively.
Figure 3 shows
the distribution of reported
intoxications and fatalities
in the
-ORD area.
Appendix 9, Tables 2 and 4 presents
pesticide poisonings
reported at Public Health clinics
and by IGSS hospitals,
respec:tive-ly, by muncipality
for 19B6-87.
Marked with an asterisk in Appendix
9, Tables 2 and 4 are
areas considered to be "of intensive,
high
value cash crop
agriculture by small farmers".
However, none of these cases
is
necessarily or even very likely
to be related to ORD financed
projoc:Ls.
The number of direct ORD beneficiaries
under BANDEA's

trust fund is

2,431, 1.6% of the total number
of farms (1.50,0f9)
1904).
Other direct
ORD pr-oj,':.s, such as Commercial
Land
Mark.ts
II
(coffne
and
pinappl ) and Agribusiness Devlopm(rrt:
(strawberry)
were
using
appropr.iaLe protectiun uquipment
The
latter, at their roquest, had beenat the time of survey.
advised of the team's vi.sit.
Thljir prtolection equipment and
techniques we[r-e the most complete
in

197

with less than 7 hectares (ICATA/AID
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of all farms surveyed. In projects
such as Cooperative
Strengtheningv the number of indirect
beneficiaries is large.
During

the epidemioloq,ical survey,

it

was

found that only
one of every four poisoning incidents
i.s reported to F'ublic
Health or Social Security clinics.
In other instances, the
persons r:portedly took homemade
remedies or simply waited for
the symptoms to disappear.
This suggests that pesticide
poisoning statistics
could be underestimated by a factor
of four
2)
Clinical record analysis:
700' clinical
records from
the Public [Health Ministry 19R6
and 1987 files
were
examined in
depth to determine poisoning c.ircumstances.
Most
of
thp cases
occurried .in persons between 11
and 40 years of age (561 cases
or
80% of total).
Of these, 448 were males (64%
of sub total)
and
113 females (16% of sub total).
In the younger agu groups (under
5),. a total
of 40 patients rmceived treatmn.
Tr
*h
k-acket
over 40, 87 cases were regist
In the group over 40, out of 87
total
cases 20 (23%) were
suicides, 40 (46%)
were while working and 27 (31%)
were
accidents.
Of the total
700 cases, 157 (22%)
were suicides.
Occupational breakdown is available
for all cases.
Most
were farmers (470 cases or 67%),
followed by housewives (96 cases
or 14%),
students (46 cases or 7%),
children less than 5 years
(40 cases or 6%) and 37 other cases.
Appendix 9,

Table 5 shows breakdown

by pesticide.

Fatalities were caused by. aluminum
phosphide (13 or 24% of
all fatalities), parapuat (.1.i1
or 20%), metamidophos (5 or 9%),
organophosphates in general (4
cases or 7%), aldrin
(3 cases or
5%) and unknown (18 or 33%).
3)
Epidemioloic.al study:
A group of 145 farmers was
interviowed to detect
habits/symptoms that may be associated
with
pesticide intox.i.cations.
Most (82%) were farmers and (69%)
knew
how to read.
A high (29%)
proportion had experienced at
least
one intoxication
w:ith pestic.idos.
The pestiic:id
most
frequ.ntly
reported as causincg acute intoxications
were metamidophos.,
methomyl and others.
Most (1.%1
wore applying pesticides wi-in
they b:came intoxicaLed.
Of those that went somewhere for
treatment,
(61%),
53% went to publ.ir health clinics.
Thus., 32%
(0.61 times 0.53) could appear
reported in public health records.
This is consistent with the results
of a separat. 'grom-:d.ic:al
survey, that I in every 4 cases
is reported to public health
clinics.
With pesticido applicators, 46%
spent more than four hcUrs
per day when they applied them.,
43% spent more thAn 6 months
per
year applying pesticides and 41%
had ben applyingj pv.ticidrs;
for
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more than ten years.
Farmers were surveyed for the
presence or absence of certain
symptum. generally associated
with (but not necessarily related
to) pusticide poisoning (see Apperndix
2D for quostinnaire used).
They were cisked for the presence
of these symptoms when they were
applying and when they were not.
Resultsi
Very significant ( - 0.01) differences
occurred between
those reporting the following
symptoms when applying pesticides
as opposed to those that roported
no such symptoms when not
applying pesticides:
a)
b)
C)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
1)

)
n)
Also significant (

Dizziness
Weakness in legs
Lacrimation
Sweating
Convulsiors
Loss of sleep
Loss of sexual appetite
Taqhycardia
Chest pains
Coughing and runny noses
Diarrhea
Constipation
Stomach aches
Blood in feces.

0.05)

was cramps.

There is no way of ascertaining
whether thuse symptoms had
actually been experienced or
whether they were a psychological
response to being questioned
on the health effects presumably
associated with pesticide application.
Most of the respondants (35.%)
old. Another important age group were between 21 and 30 years
was 31-40 (23,'o followud by
the under-20 group (17%).
Thirty four percent of the 107
respondents who answered this
question reported to have
experienced at least one intoxication
instance and 4 reported
more than two.
Many (30%) complained that pesticides
caused
headaches, sw.ating, lacrimation,
coughing, runny noses, loss of
appetite, nausea, dizziness and
nervous disorders.
4)
Social Security record analysis:
Information was
received on 416 intoxications
in 13 departments of Guatrmala
with
the higher percentages reported
from Locuintla (73 cases - 18%),
San Marcos (69 cases - 17%) and
Qutzaltenanigo with (71 cses

17.3%).
In relationship to age .nd intoxications,
it was found that
the 11 to 30 year old age group
made up 72.5% of the reported
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intoxications. A higher incidence
of intoxicated males was found
with 384 cases (93%), as opposed to
females with 27 cases (7%),
resulting in a 14 to I ratio.
Review of these records showed that
02% were work r-.lated
intoxic t.ions, 6.,5% accidental and
0.24% suicide.
ow.v pr
' the
incidence of suicide reports may affected
by
the
fact
that
suicides are not be covered by the
Social Security insuranco
program. Pesticide mixtures caused
0%, grammxore 7%, and ho:th
metamidophos and disystorn 14% of the
intoxications. Thirty-nine
other reported pesticidcs caused 40%
of the intoxications. Non
reported pesticides caused 30% of the
intoxications.
Of the 416 records reviewed only 5
fatalities (1.2%) were
reported; 40% were caused by gramo'one
and
60% by other
organophosphates; of the total, 00%
were accidental and 10% were
work-related intoxications.
5)
Agrom.dicl
survey:
A team composu.d of an
epidemiologist and an agronomist visitd
60C) farms for the purpose
of observin1 actual pesticide use and
application practi.:.es.
The
survey revealed considerable insight
as to how the farmers:;
perceived, used and were affected by
This
information was addition to that from pesticides.
the survey and was obtained
in c;onvrrsatinns wit
the farmers.
SympLomatic of the inr.:un-irglt~
problems of pest control and pesticide
use is the common.-throad
findinq thaL farmery are continually
having to use greater
quantities of pesticides to do the
job. For example, some
farmers no longer use Bayer caps (25
cc) as units of measure for
pesticide mixtures, instead they use
pounds, cups or- eights-of-a
liter as units of measure. These
anucdotal notes are valuable
and are included in Appendix 11.
6)
Pesticide workshop:
A pesticide us./problems/solutions
.workshop was organized at Retana,
Jutiapa, for the purpose of
obtaining complenI(rtary information
concierning I.)est.idp uise,
problems and solutions. As a side
result, however, a possible
methodolucy for intL'rd.isciplinary pesticide
workshops using
farmer groups was identified. Farmer
par ticipation was ,arranged
by DIDE,3A s regional representativu.
-The tLam's crop prot-ction
specialist, epidcrmiologist, sociologist
and toxicologist
participated.
The L.SAID/O on~vironmpntal officer was
also
present.
Tht. workshop was divided into three.
parts. Part I was a
general meeting where pesticide awareness
was discused.
This
includcad pasticid. benefits and costn
as part of crop prot.ction
schemes, pesticido hazards and intoxications
and use of
protetive r:quipm-nt and trpatment
of intoxi;tLions.
Part II consisted of dividing the
group into 6 working
groups, two dealing with proti.ctive
.quilPnt,
m
two with pUst.i.L.ite

procurement and application,
and two with pesticide
intoxications.
Each group was led by a member
of the
CICP/ECOTECNIA EA Team.
Part III was again a gneral
meeting, where potential
solution5 to pest/pesticids
problems were discuissed.
Several features of the workshop
deserve comment.
a)
Interdisciplinary approach:
the participation of
several disciplincos allowed
farmers Lo addrezss pesticide
issues
more realistically. Emphasis
was placed on safe and effective
use of peticides without making
pesticides "the culprit.''
Participation of agrochemical
companies and GREPAGRO in future
workshops can help maintain
this cornponunt.
b)
Group approach:
discuss problems and solutions, As farmers listened to others
their own problu0ms became more
apparent and their possible solutions
surfaced. An "aggregate'
effect, more effective that
individual questioning and
consciousness raising, became
apparent.
c)
Participatory approach:
By dividing the group
into smaller groups, each farmer
had a chance to voice his/her
opinion. This "opened" them
for the closing general meeting
and
increased their contribution.
A similar approach can be developed
in areas of intensive
posticide uLL and ORD activity.
The
interdisciplinary
6hould include:
DIGESA (organizer)5 DTSV (r:oordinator),team
GREPAGfRO
and/or agrochemical companies
(positive aspects of pesticide
use), AGMIP (IPM approaches), ISS
and/or public health
representatives (pesticide
epidemiologist).
Main conclusior s from the workshop
were:
i)

Farmers commented bn 46 poisoning
cases known
to them; 13 persons died.

ii)

One out of 26 farmers uses
pesticide
protective equipment other
than a hat and
boots.

iii) 29 out of 31 stated that
the protective
equipment was too expensive.
iv)

v)

9 Out of Z stated that it
is too
uncomfortable.
9 out of 31 reported "not to
b

P -+ticides".

afraid of

fields.
vii) 6 out of 24 re-use peoticide containers.
viii) 12 out of 12 fi,: spray nozzles
with their
hands and blow Into them to unclog
them.
iX)

18 out of
6 reports stated that some of thi
pesticides they buy are re-bottled
at the

agricultural supply shops.
g.

Other Impacts

Other possible pesticide environmental
effects, not
specifically contemplated in the
SOW for this EA, are discussed
in this section.
Fish and shellfish: even small amounts
of pyrethroid
pesticides can have negative effects
on these

populations. Circumstantial evidence
of fish and
shellfish kills was obtained during
survey. Althourgh

no systematic evidence was collected,
the potential
importance
of this effect cannot be dismissed.

*

Potential pesticide residue in exprrt
crops leadin.q to
rejection of shipments:
22 samples of broccoli, snow
pea and cauli' lower were analyzed at
a private
laboratory for presence of pesticides.
All samples but
one showed traces or low levels
of different pesticides
(see Table 3v pg. 48. None had levels
above established
FDA tolerance~s. This shows that adequate
taken by exporters to suspend treatments care is being
prior to
harvest or to wash product prior to
packing.
Nevertheless, vigilance is to be maintained
are to remain below tolerances, especially if residues
as more
groups such as new cooperatives and
peasant
associations enter export markets.
Potential pesticide residues in crops
for local
consumption:
produce sampled by the team (see Table
3)
was found to be contaminated with metamiidophos,
in
one
case at a level above FDA tdlorance.
for the local market are not treated Since produc s
by packers/
wholesalrs with the same degree of
caro as are export
products, it is
possible that pesticides are rpach:i.nq
the local consumpr via contaminated
produce and fruit.
LUCAM r-outinely analyzes sampl.s
of food for local
consumption and this vigilance causes
costs to be
incurred.
LUCAH informed the CICP/ECOTECNIA
EA Team

that residue levels found were much
lower than
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suspected.
In addition, there was
area that could indicate a pattern no specific crop or
of residues in food
(Marit de Campos, personal communication
1988).
*

Increased foreign currency demands:
pesticides are
imported and add to the already
high
demand 'for foreign
curreicy.
Appendix 8 shows the imported
component for
55 crops.
h.

Economic Costs

Economic costs were estimated
LusinC two sources.
One was
BANDESA's records by crop and
by reqion.
The other was a
specific survey among broccoli
producers.
DANDESA has developed production
cost estimates for over
fifty
small farmer crops in Guatemala
for
the purpose of
calculating credit reqLlirements.
These figures are updated every
year and include indirect costs
such as management, land rentals
and overall interest on capital.
The CICP/ECOTECNIA EA team, based
on EANDESA information,
estimated pesticide and application
costs
for thes e crops as the
amount of these total expenditures
per hectare.
Crops with less
than 01,000 (U.S. $368) total
pesticide -penditur
included:
peanuts, Sorghum, yucca, pineapple,
soy beans, lettuce, cucumber,
okria sweet pea, corn, beet,
peaches. sugarcane,
rubber.
Crops whose total pesticide expenditures rice, 'beans and
were between
Qi,OOi and 02,000 (U.S. $360
to $735) included:
pepper,
watermelon, tobacco, papaya,
potato, onion, cabbage, apple,
carrot, broccoli, garlic and
tomato.
Crops whose total pesticide
cost component was between 02,001
and 06,000 (U.S. $735 to $2206)
in-cludvd:
coffee, plantain and melon, and
one, sn-ow peas, whose
total pesticide expenditure was
over 16,000.
Among the hot climate export
pepper- have the highest pesticide crops, melon, watermelon arid
component as a percent of total
coAt whil? in cooler areas, export
crops with a pesticide
component of over 20% include
snow pea, cauliflower, broccoli
and
lettuce.
The 9.5% of total cost spent
on pesticides for the
production of beans, corn, potatoes
and cabbage in region V,
mar-kedly lower than the 22.5%
spent for snow pea, broccoli,
cauliflower and lettuce.

is

A survey of 12 export broccoli

producing farms revealed a
pesticide plus application cost
componcont of 3b%, when analog3ous
reports

at the regional level rfeported
tE.tweu.cn 16% and 24%.
Regional and national averagL,,ie;
are influenced by low level users.
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4.

Awenesand

Public Eduiction

The focus of this section is on
the behavioral elements
which contribute to making current
pesticide use unsafe. The
section is divided into use categories,
which include
procurement, application, storage,
diaposal, and other or
miscellaneous.
The practices involved in these
categories,
included in a survey of 469 small
farmers as part of the field
research for this environmental
assessment, are then discussed
and analyzed.
ag

Procurement

Farmers (421) answered the cuestion
of what made them
purchase and L.ne pesti.cides, and
64.6% stated that it was as a
preventive measure to prevent attacks
of pests, 18.0% used them
when they found pests in the fields,
10.2%
upon someone's
SL.ggestion or recommerndation, and
5.9% when they were able to
perceive damaiqe don, by pests.
Post control based on potential
pest damage is the proper- approach.
Farmers based their choice of pesticide
purchams mostly
upon on their own experience (64%),
although
they
also took into
account adv.ice from technical personnel
from DIGESA (41%) and
from family members, friends, and
neiglhbors (40%).
The mudia
plays a much less important role
with radio being the principal
source of influence.
The principal outlets for pesticides
for the farmers
surveyed, were farm supply stores
and cooperatives.
Outlets
known to the farmers included farm
supply stores, cooperatives.
and the Casa.del Agricultor.
Packaginp and labeling have both
been identified as
potential sources of danger to
farmers, since faulty labeling
and/or rebottling may mean that
the farmer does not know or
forgets what the contents are.
According to the survey, however,
this did not appear to be a serious
problem area, since over Y5%
of the farmers surveyLd stated that
the pesticide camo,. with the
commercial name of the procuct on
the label.
Neverthelens, in a field
visit
area of Outiapa, i t was found that with farmers in the Retana
eiqht of the 23 pE'st.icido.i
mentioned (35%) were repackaged
but with a label from the
original maker of the pesticide,
while seven (30%) had ro label
at all.
The EA team was told that in the
latter case, it
is
common for the individual farmer
to come to the retail
outlet
with his own bottle--usually an
eighth of a liter,
for rum--Lo
get it filled
with whaLver pesticide he wants.
Lack of literacy can make a label
meaningless.
It was found
that about one in every five farmvrs
lack5 the furctiona]
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literacy necessary to read a pesticide
label.
Of the 469 farmers
surveyed, 3G4 of the 466 who answered
could read labels while the
other 82 (17.6%) could not.
The individual farmer cannot be
expected to independently
acquire any great depth of knowledge
about how the pesticides
should be Lised or the dangers some
of them represent, and this is
particularly true if one in five
admits an inability
to read.
It
can be assumed that even those who
claim to be able to read do
not do so often or well, and if
simple, clear, and complete
instructions do not come with the
is
inc:umbent on the pesticide vendor pestic'ide containers, it
to supply this information to
the farmer.
Most vendors, however, do not provide
sufficient information
on pesticide use and the potential
risks entailed in the improper
use of the products they sell.
Farmers were asked about the
explanations given at the time of
purchase.
They were askud
whethur the explanation was full
and included a warning as to
what might happen if
they were used inqorro::ctly, whether
the
explanation simply included a warnirng
to b. care'ful with thQm or
wh.ther they were told virtually
nothing.
Approximately one
third repo-ted receiving a complete
£::xplanation (34.8%), another
third was roportodly told to be Wareful
(31.3%),
and another
third told nothing (34%).
b.

Application

The application of pesticides is
in most cases carried out
by the farmer himself (79%) according
to the survey., although it
is clear that the responsibility
is sometigmes shared with
empluy ,es (11%) or family members
(9%).
The use of protective equi.pment
is crucial in protecting the
pesticide user from pesticide poisoning.
According to
authorities in the field
and Guatemalan Social Securi. ty
regulations, the minimum outfit
for all
types of pesticide
application, regardless of relative
dangr,
should includc..,
overalls, a hat or helmet, boots,
a special pesticide protection
mask, gloves, and protective glasses.
A handkerchief is not an
adequate replacement for a pesticide
mask.
An item which can
further reduce the risk of poisoning
is a special apron.
Farmers were asked whether they
used thee items every time
they applied pesticide, whether
they used them sometimes, or
whether they never used them.
Th e notable thing about th.ir
re:src:nses is.. that
are thie kinds of thing. al most every the i,'tm;
farmer is
lil.ke:y to own anyway:
a hat, Lome boc:ts
and
a
handkerchiel.
Conversely, thase itums never used
are items related only to
pr:at.ic ide application and items
-that rn::pru.;enft a c:,nsidorabl e
LuSeLI

miiott of,tn
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financial investment of money
for farmers of scarce resources:
overalls, helmet, apron, mask,
gloves, and glasses.
In comparison with the rest
temperate and cold climatro surveyot the country that has a
of the pacific coastal plain,
with a hot climate, showed that
none of the farmers intorvir,wod
used masks, gloves, or aprons;
rnly 23% used rubber boots
glasses. This could be the reason
and 4%
intoxications come from the cooler that only 10% of the reported
climates
and 90% from the
warmer climates (southern and
eastern parts of the country).
In addition, it should be noted
that in the field vsit to
Retana in Jutiapa, 40 farmers
were asked if they had ever used
a
more or less complete outfit modeled
for them, including hat,
mask. glasses, .loves, overalls
and boots.
Only one had ever
used the complete outfit, not
on his own land but rather as
a
salaried migrant laborer on a
coastal farm.
It is probable that those farmers
who use these items are
who that own them.
The fact that farmers use overalls
either
always or never would seem to
indicate that those who do not
use
them do not own them either.
Those who occasionally use masks,
gloves, glasser,
aprons, and helmets probably borrow
them
(overalls, as a clothing item,
would be less likely to be lent)
rather than own them and Just
use them o.c.sionally.
This leads to the hypothesis that
if all farmers owned a
full pesticide applicatic:)n outfit,
most would use it nearly all
the time. This hypothesis could
he tested by providing a pilot
group of farmers with complete
outfits and then surveying them
at
a laterdate.
At Jutiapa, farmers stated that
there might well be two
types of farmor.
The first type included those
with sufficient
good land to be able to buy the
full outfit- but who had not done
so because they had not realized
the seriousness of the risks in
not doing so.
This group also tends to plant
high value
vegetables or tobacco and to use
pesticides much more heavily.
The second group is made up of
farmers with smaller and less
fertile plots who simply do not
have the financial resources to
purchase a full outfit costing
about 0.92 (abc:ut U.S. $30).
This
group is more likely to grow subsistence
crops like corn and
beans and to us. far less pesticide.
In Jutiapa, as a result, work
should be initiated with the
more well-to-do farmers so thaL
they understand the clangers of
pesticides and, in turn, purchase
th.;selvcs and, more impc:rtantly, protective outfits for
their rmploy.es.
Furthrmc:rc,.
they need to ferl sLronrly enough
about carpful use of pesticidus
to insi st that their workr; use
the outfits thy provi clr:* tt.m.
"The less well--off-farmnrs could
probably get by with fewer
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outfitu, available on loan
perhaps from the DIGESA Agricultural
Representative.
Routine Lse of protective 'quipmunt
was also apparently
related to the explanation
of
cautionary
measures
provided the
farmer by the pesticide vendor.
these explanations, the question In order to test the effect of
involving what farmers revealed
about their actual behavior
in applying pesticides was
with the question asking what
crossed
protective equipment the farmers
used when they applied pesticides.
Those who stated that they
explanation from the pestiride had received a full and careful
vendors ronsistently reported
taking more precautions in
applying pesticide. In some
the difference between those
cases,
who had received a good explanation
and those who had not is significant.
The following percentages
of respondents reporting on
use
of
various
equipment items came
from the good-explanation group:
overalls when spraying, 55.1%,
mask, 59.5%,
63.2%,
•loves, and 66.7% always used
eyglasse(
0.01 level).
This indicates that explanations
may be key in
influenrcing farmer behavior
and/or that informants were as regards pesticide application
presenting a consistent image.
Finally, with regard to protective
equipment, there
little doubt that the outfit
is somewhat uncom fortablre to is
The heavy overalls are hot
in the sLn, the rubber gloves use.
hands sweat, the glasses tend
to fog up., and the mask can make the
hard to breathe. Farmers in
make it
Outiapa mentioned the lack
comfort as a reason not to
of
use
often as they did the expense the protective outfit almost as
and the fact that they simply
were
not afraid of pesticide poisoning.
Farmers in Jutiapa were
Pesticides. The preparation asked about prefield preparation of
usually involves mixing solid of pesticides for application
or liquid concentrates with
This may be done in a barrel
water.
and
the .mix transferred to the
tank, or the mixing may be
done directly in the tank itself. spray
mixture may be stirred with
The
a stick, but stirring the
mixture
with one's hands was not unknown.
through a screen or nylon stocking. It may also be strained
In any case, few use rubber
gloves, and hand contact
with

the mixture is common.
occurs, farmers either dry
If
their hands on their clothing this
or let
their hands

dry in the air.

Contact with the mixture
carries the tank on his back, also occurs when the individual
either while loading or through
movuenuts such as bending

over while spraying. Agai,
indiv.idm, l simply eLs the mixture
t he
dry on his clothes and skin.
OthL-r cor, Lat t rWflQs t.hrough
lc
the appliicator may simply gripiakacje in the Espray hardle, wlere
it tighter with his hand or
it with a piecu olf plastic.
wrap
If
the
aoz,1u .cc)
CFLi,.
,topped upo
the 'farmer may try to Liribtop
it with some object, may blow
on it,
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or may even blow into it.
Relative to other potentially dangerous
behavior during the
application of pesticides, most farmers
do ncr
smoke, eat, or
drink while in the field
applying pesticides.
The percentage is
higher in the southern coastal plain,
where 24% of the 46 farmers
reported that they drink or eat while
applying pesticides.
Complementing pesticide equipment use
and other behavior in
the field
is post-application behavior such as bathing,
changing
clothes, washing hands and face, and so
on, and some farmers at
least appr'ar to unfderstand the importance
of this behavior.
Over
half reportedly bathe and chanye clothes.
Over 90% also wash
their spraying equipment after a pesticide
application.
The role of stressing the dangers of pesticide
usm and the
precautionary measures necessary to avoid
intoxication seems
again crucial.
With the exception of washing ones hands,
where there was
little difference between groups, the
differences between thn
behavior after pesticide application betwven
received an ample explanation of the dangers those who had
is also strikinq.
Of those who stated that thuy always took
a bath after pusti.cide
use, 51.3% came f-om the well-informed
group. Of those who said
they changed their clothes after spraying,
50.0% came from this
group, while 46.0% of those who stated
they washed their faces
after pesticide aplication also came from
the group that had
received the more complete explanation
of the dangers of
incorrect pesticide use.
Careful instructions (from vendors, II
agents and others)
may play an important role in improving
the safety precautions
used by farmers.
c.

Storage of Pesticides

As regards pesticide storage, about half
the farmers said
the kept their pesticides in the house.
Most of these spc. filed
that they were kept in a secure place,
either in the space below
the roof, locked up, or at least out of
the reach of children and
away from food.
Another large group of farmers stated
that
pesticides were kept in a separate room,
building, or shed away
from the main living area.
The principal determining factors
storage were to keep pesticides from children
and to protect them
from being stolen.
d.

Disposal of Pesticide Containers

The disposal of pesticide containers is
a problem not easy
to resolve.
rr:n.i:Jdorablu variation ip found in disposal
of
pesticid. containp .n as well as uses given
to pesticide
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containers that are not disposed of.
The survey showed that Ii.5%, or 52 farmers, kept pesticide
containers for reuse and of these 35 (0% of total) wore for other
uses than for more pesticides.
There is little douLht that the
usefulness evident in the pesticide container, especially for
liquids, combined with the lack of resources to acquire one or
more commercially made plastic containers for the same pur-pose,
lies behind their reuse.
In addition, people are convinced that
a good washing with hot or boiling water and soap renders the
container safe for any use..
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5.

Alternatives for Pesticide Use Practices

This section is organized around alternatives regarding the
different participants in the procurement-distribution process:
the farmer and farm worker, the retailer, the distributor or
chemical company, and the public sector agencies who have
responsibilities and activities
regarding pesticides.
a.

The Farmer and Farm Worker

According to CICP/ECOTECNIA EA team observations made during
the agromedical survey of 145 farmers and to findings from the
pesticide workshop, farmers and farm workers have little
awareness of the range of health problems which misuse of
pesticides can cause.
Both the long and the short term effects
of pesticide intoxication are poorly understood.
Farmers did not seem concerned as to whether they purchase
pesticides in safe, sealed containers in the sizes they require,
accept pesticides in rebottled form, or contribute to the pribolefn
by bringing their own containers to be refilled.
Storaq. appears
to be less of a problem with farmors wh. are generally aware of
the danger of children accidentally poisoning themselves. Never
the less certain pesticides can represent a threat Ju.t by being
present in the home environment, especially if the container has
been opened and the seal broken.
The establishment of a separate facility (room, sh.d,
building) for storing pesticides should be encouraged even though
represents a financial burden for many farmers.
The preparation of pesticides for application represents the
single most potentially dangerous activities relative to
pesticide poisoning. It is at this time that the pesticides are
handled in their concntrated form. Those who prepare the mi;.ture
need protective outfits
(glasses, masks, gloves, clothing) to
lessen the risk of accidental splashes or spills.
as well as do
those who actually apply the pesticides.
Farmel's must be aware
of how defective equipment can represent a risk of contamination;
This includes leaky tanks, poorly-fitting handles that leak.,
.clugged nozzles, and so on.
Other behavior related to pesticide use need to be
emphasized as well.
Cleanliness, from washing hands and face and
bathing to changing clothes, must he stressed.
Disposal of
excess pesticide and empty containers needs to he addressed to
lessen the risks of accidental poisoning and harm to the
environment. P*
le need to understand post-treatment reentry
periods, i.e., t! potential danger a sprayed field represents.

b.

The Retail Outlet

Retail outlets can protect against
several ways. One of these is to providepesticide poisoning in
pesticide products in
containers which .represent the least
possible risk to the farmer
and, incidentally, to the retail outlet
employee. Retail outlets
can make thrp agrochemical companies aware
of the demand for
products in certain size containers and
request that these sizes
be made available. Rebottling of pesticides
in containers not
offered by the companies should be phased
out
as the desired
sizes become available. Finially, the
retail outlets should
refuse to provide product to farmers
who bring their own,
non-standard and unlabeled container
to be filled.
Another possible activity is informational.
The outlet
need to provide clear, detailed onformation
on how the product
should be used, and the potential dangers
of the product as
regards human health and danger to the
environment.
The outlets
should stress the cautionary measures,
particularly the use of
prolective outfits, in the application
of these products.
c.

The Agrochemical Distributors and/or
Makers

The distributors which provide farm products
including
pesticides to the retail outl .ts have
an important responsibility
in providing produdcts to the outlets
which represent the least
possible risk to the farmer, farm worker,
and farm family.
To
avoid the risks involved in rebottling
at the retail outlets and
in filling containers brought in by farmers,
the companies must
provido containers i) the simes desired
by the public and insist
that the retail outlets do nut sell in
any
To make
it possible for the retail outlet personnel other form.
to
provide
the
necessary information on the product
to the farmer, the companies
must provide this informatiorn to the
retail outlets and to train
retail personnel in the presentation
of this information.
Agrochumical distributors sometimes sell
their products
directly to medium or large farmers in
larger quantities. The
compan~ies in these cases have the responsibility
of providing
more complete information on the safe
use of their product, since
they have direct contact with the farmers.
They need to provide
special information on how to prepare
the product in large
quantities, how to transfer it to spray
tanks with a minimum of
risk, and the conditions under which
it should be stored.
d.

Public Sector

The role of the public sector is varied
and involves contact
with vi-tually all players in Lhe safe
use of p.sticidis.
The
agency most directly involved is DTSV.
As was discussed
previosly, the agency i. uderstaffed
and Lnderfundd (Also see
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HAD EA, V.C..D.) The Institutional Strengthening
Plan presented
under separate cover addresses these
problems from the standpoint
of implementing mitigative measures.
e.

USAID/Guatemala

Pesticide problems are socially, culturally

and economically
related to Guatemalan agriculture with
or
without
USAID/6
assistance.

It is apparent, that USAID beneficiaries
are a small
percentage of all Guatemala farmers.
By
law,
USAID/O
cannot
provide direct or indirect assistance
for the procuremc.ent and/or
use of pesticiJos without implementing
measures to miti.rgate their
environmental effects.
Thu role of USAID/G is to implement
mitigative measures in such a way as to
maximize their
demonstrative impact and diffusion potential
to non benuficiaries
as well as to comply with the laws of
the United States.
f.

Programming Designs

This section discusses options for making
pesticide use and
safety information available to Guatemalan
small farmers.
1)

Direct Contact with Farmers

The EA team made a field visit
to farmers at Retana,
Outiapa, which had the objective of collecting
further
information on actual pnsticide use.
The visit
was arranged by
DIGESA, and the participants included both
area
DIGESA
Agricultural Representatives as well as
a sample of farmers at
Retana.
In addition to the 50 farmers there was
a group of iW
women, wives of area farmers.
Six groups of farmers were
organized, along with the group of -women,
to provide input and
discuss pesticide purchase, storage, application,
container
disposal, and poisonings.
Although the exercise was intended mostly
to provide
information for the environmental
analysis, the CICP/ECOTENCIA EA
team came to the realization that the
meetings and discussion had
the additional effect of raising the consciousness
of the farmers
and wives who participated in discussions
about the dangers of
using pesticides incorrectly.
It was clear that similar me.tings
held with better preparation and the
objective of havinq the
maximum impact on farmers and their families
could contribute
strongly toward the rational use of pesticides
in thr future.
There are a variety of agencips and institutions
which can
and should participate in such prugrams
in
an
integrated
m;onr-r.
DIGESA should arrange such metincis as
an integral part of its
exrtension program with t. he Aqr'icul iural
epr.se ntativios. "th'
D'1V
is the inte-,rnal DJt.i!';fA dcepartmont to
coordinat.. and
voersee: th;.i

activity.
Thr., "L'2 hnical Dirtpc
rate of Health Serv:icns of the.
Ministry of Ha lL.1 can compl .mnnt
this activity wi. th their awn

volunteer extension workers, the
Health Promoters'.
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In the private sector this activity
should be carried out
by both GREPAGRO as the umbrella
organization of the agrochemical
di!stributor-s as well as by the
individual comparniEs themselves.
Currently GRfEPAQRO has only a
small program in this area at
this
time but has the ability and willingnress
to dramatically expand
their activities and should be
encouraged to do so.
The
individual agrocheemical distributors
and producers have also
carried out this type of activity,
most notably in conJunction
with farmers in the FECOAR cooperatives.
Another organization to be included
in this activity is the
Guatemalan Association for Inte.glraLed
Post Ilanagem:n:t -.AGMIP
due to its dedication to integratd
pest management. Its
participation has the advantage
of focusing on the alternatives
to pesticide use as an important
ecologically and economically
sound solution for pest control
dilemmas.
The DTSV in DIGESA is the logical
orqani:atiorn to coordinate
th. e activities., to channel requests
for meetings to the
appropriate organization, to recruit
techrically qualified
peroonrl, to ov.rsc, the quality
of the presentatiuns, and so
on.
The Permanent Commission on the
Safe Use of Post.icid,.
Oil
which thu DTSV presides and in
which the above-mun Lioned
organizations participate, could
provide the coordination
vehicle.
2)

Using the Media:
Programs

Radio Spots and

The CICP/ECOTECNIA EA survey found
that radio was the only
medium with any potential impact
on
rural
farmers. Radio has the
advantagje of portability, which
allows the farmer to listen while
in the field as well as at home.
An additional advantage is that
women, who should be targeted
equally as muuh as man, are also
part of the regular radio audience.
Research into how touse the
be carried out before programming radio medium effectively must
begins. Focus groups could be
used to critique and improve spots
and longuer programs as well as
to deterjvin. what length of program
is most effective.
Heavy
radio listening hours need to
b. determined fur both men and
woman, and programming for these
two audience types arranged
accordingly.
Radio programming will be most
effective if
care is taken in
assuring] tho cultural relevancy
o'f the spot
and
programs.
Voices
LusvQJ iii prun.ramim.i n.j for L.adiro
vras must have: believable l:.cal
acc:.lIs, wl.l
in Indiarn areas, epe:ic
ally wihen
:Led toward
wuIL'nInildi,hii ]i
Ll,
5 Sl oLl ld 1-)oe L.iod. although dLr
not oxclIusivcl'r.y.
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Real events such as actual poisonings
should be dramatized in a
realistic manner, followed by appropriate
information on how to
avoid such problems.
3)

Demonstration Plots

In spite of the influence of radio,

farmers were far more
likely
to select a pesticide on the basis
of word of mouth,
either from a DIGESA technician
or from family, friends, and
neighbors,
and their own experience

was evn more important.
Demonstration plots developrad to
show off the effectivwnc.. of
integrated pest management, combined
demonstrate IPM and prsticide safety with "events" organized to
techniques, .plant the idea
in the individual farmer's mind
that these techniques might work
for him too.
Demni0stration plots should be established
in areas where
greatest pesticide use and abuse
have been determined.
They
should be developed in conjunction
with
the
Agr'icultural
Representatives

community.

as the logical tie between the program
and the.
4)

Videos at the Farm Supply Stores
and
BANDEGA

Video cassette recordings
be used as a means of
supplementing the radio m.n.sagescould
with visual images.
Videos of
various lengths, themes, and methods
of presentation, could again
be developed in the context of focus
groups to determine the
ideal parameters of the videos.
Videos have the advantage that
they can visually demonstrate correct
pesticides: how they should and should behavior with r1uLards to
not be mixed, ladi'd,
applied, and'stored.
In addition, videos are more vivid
than
radio, especially if they are complemented
by
oral
instr'uctions
(Robert E. Klein, personal communic:ation
studies in other rural health attitudinal 198), according to
programs.
Where such videos could be
will require further
research and planning, but there shown
are a few options that seem
reasonable to pursue.
ICI's, such as BANDESA and FENACOAC.,
direct beneficiaries, such as FUNDACEN
and othpro, through its
rural agencies, could show thp film
to
individuals
and groups
which snolicit loans.
This could be done on a regular basis
with
schedul.d showings or on d.mand if
the ICI's offic.. Sevinq the videoa sizeable group arrives at
at least once might even be
made. a loan condition, so that it
could be assured that everyone

with an ORD production credit has
been exposed to a film on the
safe

use of pesticides.

Another logical place to show videos
would be at the farm
supply stores.
Such videos could even be produced
by the
commercial distributors.
In this way, the distributors could
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provide the video and necessary
equipment
to the retail outlets,
perhaps on a rotating basis.
The distributors products
appear in
the video, which provides
the stimulus for the distributors
participate in the program.
to
The video simply provides
demonstration of how to use
a
the product correctly, mix
it safely,
store it
properly, dispose of the containers,
apply
it,
and
utilization
of protective equipment.
5)

Alternatives .for

Protective Outfit Use

The lack of use of protective
outfits
in applying pesticides
is one of the most serious
problems, and various alternatives
need to be tested to make
comfortable, affordable, functional
protec:tivo outfits
available to as many farmers
as p' ;sible and
to get the farmers and farm
workers to use them.
There are three
basic obstacles to protective
outfit
use:
lack of comfort of
ex:istinlg outfiLs, lack of
understanding of the need
for the
outfits,
and lack of funds on the part
of many farmers to acquire
an outfit.
There is little
doubt that thn outfits
presently offered are
less than adequate.
Effort should be made to develop
intr duce glasses that do not
or
fog Lip, mask. that are comfortable
and which do not make it dificult
to breathe, and lighter- weight
overalls which protect the
worker but which do not become
unbearable in hot climates.
As regards the prcblem of
availability
of outfits, it is
clear that cost represeots
an obstacle to acquiring outfits
many farmers.
for
The retail cost today for
overalls, boots, glaves,
mask, and glasses is 0.92
(U.S. $34.07).
To bring the cost of outfits
down and to make them available
to those who need them, the
possibility
of a massive purchase way
be Lorsidered. This might
lower the actual c-ost of the
outfits.
It is very possible that their
use would grow, if additional
promotional programs are also
implemented.
Another alternative would
be to make outfits available
minimal cost to farmer organizatiorns,
at a
stch as cooperatives,
agrarian unions, and other
associations. rhe number of
tnese
outfits could be readily determincd..
by the types of crops grown
in the area.
Corn and bean farmers use
little
pesticide,
cooporative or other group
might got by with two or three so a
such
outfits available on demand
to far-mors who nuoid to use
them.
vegetable areas the number
In
of such outfits
necessary would be
greater, but the mechanisrm
of loaning or renting them
for a
nominal fe
woLild be the same.
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6.

TrainingNeeds

Two major areas were identified
as requiring substantial
training efforts.
They are: Integrated Pest
Management as it
relates to crops that LISe..
pesticidus intensively and
Pesticide
Agromedicine in general and
for high pesticide use crops
in
particular.
In addition, some training
in pesticide
4
registration, residue analysis, formulation
requlation,
monitoring environmenItal
tc.icology and safe handling
,.ncl
disposal of pesticides and
containers was found to be
of use.
IPM training was found to
be necessary in four areas:
research, demonstration, extension
and implementation.
Target
audi.cs ,are USAID/6 prujc,
i
t officers, ICTA resarclrv, DIGE,0A
cxtensl.n directoru, DTSV personnel,
DICESA erten.ionists, para
exturnionits (or repre-.s-ntantes
agropucuariou) and the farmers*
themselves. (See Training
Plan presented under separate
cover).
USAID/B officers:
one or more ORD officers should
short term training in IPM
demonstration to be able to receive
supervise?
or assist in the suporvisiorn
of IPM demonstration efforts.
This
involvw sm:Lting up IPM demonstration
plots, choosing adequate
controls, nonitoring plant
developmernt, monitoring pest
and
beneficial populations, collecting
other important cost,
pesticide use and rnviromern.tal
paramr.turs, refining and sharing
the results of demonstration
plots.
One or more ORD project
officers .shoLI1d rec:,ive short
term trainin.g
c in IPM entersic'.,
This invives an acquaintance
with
IPM
components at the farm
level: ,,rnloqical and climatic
factors, relations between
and cror Jevelopmo-nt, namnes
pests
and damage Potential of major
pests,
natural control agents and
pesticides ano their mode
of action.
ICrA:
High level technical personnel
should get training in
several IPM research subjects.
Among the most important;
biological control, Qcconomic
threshold design, plant simulation
modelling, and IPM in general.
At least ten high level
.technicians should get Ph.D.
level training in these subjects
and
an equal numbor M.S. level
training.
DIGESA:
At least five high level technical
personnel
get short term training in
all aspects of IPM demonstration should
extension (see recormmendation
and
for USAI.D/G officers above).
many extnsionisty as possible
As
should get practical, on-.the-job
training in the same subjects.
DTSV:
All personnel would benefit
from access to training
in IPM research, demonstration,
extension
and implementation.
The lim.iting factor here is
the number of technicians
working for
DTSV and their availability
for training without further
impairing its alre.ady insufficient
workforce.
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Agricultural representatives:
Practical on-the-job training
on IPM extension and implementation
under DIGESA uxtnsionists
and HAD/ORD technical personnel.
Farmers:
On-the-job training in IPM implementation
under
agricultural representatives and DIGES.
extensionists.
Penticide Agr.romedicinu was found to
be nec:essary at several
levels also. At least one or two USAID/G
ORD officers should
receive short term training in the
principles of pesticide
agromedicine.
Th, University of San Carlos School
of Medicine
should support EPS stu.drnts in pesticide
epidemioloqy
anId
agromedicine. A pesticide agromedicine
course should be offered
opti onally to students in their last
academic years. Rural
clinic employees at both the Public
Health and Social Security
systems should qet practica] traiining
in psticidu acgromedic::ine.
The same courses would be made available
to the "promoters of
rural health".
DTSV should get additional training
for
registration methodology.

pesticide

Although both ICAITI and LUCAM have
adequate pesticid:e
residue analysis laboratories, both
need to train additional
personrml in this subject. Existing
experts would also benefit
from "refresher" courses and exposure
to up-to-date materIials,
equipment and procedures.
Universities, particularly Universidad
dul Valle., are
particularly suited to develop training
in pesticide toxicology.
Courses should be developed and offered
as part of schools of
biology or pharmacy in both Del Valle
and San Calos.
The safe handling and disposal issue
is an area for traning
ex:tensionists, agricultural rupresentativaG
and farmers.
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V1.

PROGRAM ALTERNATIVES
Althouqh the HAD amendment is

portfolio and its

part of

actions or no-actions are the overall ORD
interrelat-rd with

those cf other prn-jects, this
chapter discusses program
alternatives for both the HAD
amendment and the ORD program.
A.
Alternatives-for the H4D Amendment

Three project alternatives are
1. Project "as
2. Project pILs a strengthvned discussed:
F'/PM component and a
strengthened watershed management
component; and, 3. No Action.
ise;

.

De

Pr

.t

Amendment

The implications for
management are discussed inpesticide use and natural resoLl-ce
detail in Chapter VI, -nvironmental
Implications of the HAD Project
EA (CIPF/ECOrECNIA i9E8).
Summary of potential benefits
and possible adverse impacts A
is
presented
here.

R.

Potential Benefits

As generally designed, HAD-II
would have the following
potential bonefits:
*
*
*

*

Protect watersheds from which
irrigation water is
obtained, whenever practical;
Complemen t soil protection
with site specific soil
conservation measures;
Improve soil quality and provide
additional soil
protection by implementing agroforestry;
Improve land use by developing
forestry when it
suits a particular site better
than agriculture;
Increase water availability
and timin.g;

*

Increased reforestation;

*

Increased agro'forestry applications;
b.

Without a

approach,

rpecific,

Possible Adverse Impacts
integirated watershr.

d management
offects of the Land and Water
Use component on
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watershed management would be largely
left to chance.
negative effects would include:

The

Deforestation in recharge zones,
with loss of
water yields.
This was evident when reviewing
existing small irrigation projects
built under HAD
I without an integrated watershed
management
approach.
*

Soil erosion from irrigation without
adequate soil
conservation.

Environmental implications of HAD
II related to pesticide
use, both indirect (from promoting
agricultural intensification)
and direct (through the production
credit program) are:
*

$

Unnecessary and uneconomical destruction
of
natural enemies of pests;
Potential for developing increased
resistance in
pests;
Higher production costs derived
fron? increasing
and inadequate pesticide use;

*

Increased risks of human pesticide
poisoninqs;

*

Pesticide contamination of non target
organisms;

$

Increased enviromental contamination;

If pre-clearance facilities
environnmuntal e,ffects may result include pre-treatment,
from Lse of chemical pesticides
or from radiation.
Environmental assessments tor these
facilitiu5 will have to be performed
as per Regulation 16, Part
216 .3 (0 )( v."
The HAD credit component by itself
would have the following
potential effect on forest resources:

*
2.

Increased demand for firewood from
larger
agricultural populations year round.
D Ei_fltrnq
ndF'IM C-M_por!Lnt and Integrated
Wa
ter's
bed
. l.....
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.....
.. n_...
j nt... ?L,!ii
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The element6 of a strengthened P/PM
component for HAD-Il are
combined with the ORD umbrella EA
presented below.
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3.

No Ac ti on

Under Alternative 3, the HAD project
would essentially
cease, since no small irrigation or
soil conservation activities
could take place and no agriculture
using any kind of chemical
pesticide could be supported directly
or indirectly. All
potentially advrse impacts would cease
and so would all
potential benefits, environmental and
economic.
However,
Guatemalan highlantd aqriculture would probably
continue
th,. same
trends as identified under the HAD
project, and all Potontially
adverse impacts would prob,-ably still
accrue withoit the HAD
project. HAD-II has the potential
for exerting lead.rsh.p in the
area of natural resource manaeament
and sustainable aqriculture
in Guatemala while pursuing its stated
objectives.
B.

Alternatives for the Umbrella EA

This section presents the environmental
benefits .and
possible adverse impacts of p .sticide
procurement throuqh the
Office of Rural Development, USAID/G
direct and
assistance. Current p.sticide prccurement/use indirect project
support is
described in Chapter I., Section A.
above.
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Assistance for the procurement and/or
LuSe of pesticides
through OR) projects is of three types:
a)
Direct credit
assistance for crop production, as
in the cases of the Commercial
Land Markets II project, some instances
of the Agribusiness
Development project and some potential
cases in the Agricultural
Production and Marketing Services project;
b) Credit Lhrough
intermedi.at. credit insti.tutions (ICI's),
such
as the o.rec.it
component of the Cooperative StrengLhening
project and thn credit
componen't of thme Agribus'iness D.'velopment
proj ect; c)
Indir'ect
support to organiza'Jions that finance
or support the proc:ur'ement
and/or use of pest:icid- .s, for example,
sLppor-t provid:d by the
Cooper.at.ive Stru griI:enilig project to
its beneficiary fed(rations
and support providud by the Aribusinr6ss
Development prnjrct to
comp4
:s and coop.ratives that in turn finance
the procurement
and/or use of pesticides.
The way Regulation 16 is written, all
USAID
projrcts that
assist in the procurement and/or use
of pesticides must idcntify
the environmental a ffects of pesticides
beinq procured and
implemefnt mitigative me:asures unless
USAID is a minor donor (leqs
than 2.%of total funding boin. provided
and USAID' s contribut..nn
is less than $1,0QX'0 ,000') plus USAID
does not control the planning
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or design of the MUltidonor project.
of the ORD projects.

This is

not the case in

any

As stated above, crop protection in
small farmer Guatemalan
agriCUlture is characterized by a)
lack of an understanding of
relationships between pests, beneficial5s,
crops and envircnmental
conditions; b)
sole or almost complete relianice on
chemical
pesticides; c)
pesticide application by calendar or
when pests
appear without due regard -for their
economic damage potcntial; d)
use of increasirqly toxic chemicals
and mixtures as resistance
develops and pests are harder to control.
Pesticide Use, in
turn, is characterized by a)
lack of awareness of pesticide
dangers; b)
a certain deqree of "°bravaco" concerning
pesticide
risks even whern awareness has developed;
c)
lack
of
protective
equipmnenL
during application; d)
lack of training and exp-rience
in pu sticicl, application; e)
i.nadequate. treatment of pestic:ide
into..

ications.

Use of agricLIltural

inputs
in ger:.i.er'al (improv.:?d
fertilizer,
pesticidos, mechanization) goes together seedso
with the
modei-nization of ar'icu
ltUrre.
The high.r values paid for export
crops and their higher cosmetic qualiLy
r-equi remten ts support and
to a degree require increased LIse of
pesticides.

As USAID/G supports agricultur-al divertsificat.iorn
and
in Guatemaila., it
is inevitablc, that it
will
find
itself
Supporting the procureitiLnt and/or use
of
chemical
pesticides within an existing
context c0harcterized
by mI..sLse
Unless actions are taken to promote
rational pesticide use in the
projects it Supports.
development

a.

Benefits

Aside fr'om the obvioLIS econmic benefits
of currc.ant pest
control pracLices in small farmer Guatomalan
agriculture
(69% of
farmers sUrveyed stateOd that they L
uld not go on with their
current crops if pesticides were uravailable
at the present
time), no environitiental ben2fits are
perciv.ed fron currecnt
pestiLcide usQ.
b.

Possible Adverse

Impacts

Possible adverse impacts of current
pesticide use in
farmer &uat(milan agricLIlture include:
*
*
*
*

S

small

AcLIte hurn;.r intox ication
Chronic hu -an intoxication
Dest.ruction oif non targe.t beneficial
orcyanisms in
agricultural fields
Potential des Lriwc.-iion of fish arid
sliel1fish
Fotuntial pL,.Lti.ide rUsiduc:? in u.::por't
cr.ps;, with
thu potential far export r,.,joctions
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*

*

Potential pesticide residues in cr-ops
for domestic
consumption
Cost of residue analysis
for local produce arid
fruit
Increasing production costs
ClUE? to the developmenrt
of resistanco
Increased foreiqn currency
demands
Soil contamination with Pesticides
'Potcential watvr contamination
Increased riesistance of pests
lncruasrd pOst outbreaks.

2.

CurrentIJ-AI.D/GUatno.l
U.mbrell

*
*
*
*
*

- ORD Program plus an
1a I PnF'stjic isde Manan
gem enlt Scup;po
"-rtp-r'
..............
. .. ......... ........ ............
. ...
...... .... Sqp
... -... __ -r__ 1.ra m

as

Information

This pesticide information
sub--component involves
distribution of pesticidi
guidelines, development and
dimtribution of a OWuatUmA1a-5pccific
pesticide handbook,
developmfrint and di.tribution
of a video film on pesticide
safety
and refine!ment and impl c'mcntation
of periodic pesticdce
information workshops.
The postlcide guidelines

are preoented under

separate

cover.

The pesticide handbook should
represent a merger between
Pesticide
the
guidelines
and an aqromedical handbook
such as Davies,
J.E., et al, or equivalent.
It is to be prepared under
and distributed to Public
HAD-II
Health and Social Security
clinics
and
ICI agencies.
The film needs to be Guatemala--specific
and prdLtcd by a
professional film company
in cooperation with an appropriate
aqromedical authority or
combination of authorities.
A description of the pesticide
workshop is presented above,

VI .4.
b.

Credit

Credit agrreOments with ICI's
and other cooperating
institutiuns
may need to be modified to
exclude pesticidrs other
than those approved by USEPA
for same or similar Uses
without
restrictions based onl User
hazards and to include the
purchase of
proterctive eCluipment and tho
dievelopment of IPM and agromc.dica.%l
products, services and technology.
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C.

Training

Two major areas were identified: integrated post
management and pesticide agromndicine. Specific
types of
training includeo
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Dasic pesticide use and safety (short term)
Agromedical workshops
Basic: IPM
On-the-job training for IPM extensionists
Specific-subject workshops on IPM
Advance degree (M.Sc. and Ph.D. level) training on
IPM
and agromedicine

The SUMMARY OF MITIGATIVE ACTIONS at the beginining
of ttis
EA and
the TRAINING PLAN FOR PESTICIDE USE IN ORD PR)JECTS
presented
under separate cover explain the proposied training
program more
fully.
d.

Demonstration

To be started Linder the direction of the P/PM specialist
3-5 crops in i0-i
locations, with the assistance of 3--b IPM in
agronomists and under the auspices of the I)T'CV,
this program
sueeks to demonritrate IPM in crops for which enough
technology
already exists.
The crop protection problem must b: attackud at
its roots.
IPM is the alternative to sole relianr.c on chemical
pesticides.
Crops identified by the EA team include broccoli,
potato,
snow pea and tomato.
However, the P/F'M specialist nust make
her/his own decision on what can be Success'fully
demonstrated.
The objective is to show that IPM can reduce amounts
of pesticide
used arid pesticide expenses.
Demonstration plots can also serve
educattionl
purposes in both IPM and agromedicine.
Examples of locations for the 4 crops
are:
broccoli and snow peas in San Lu(:as Sacatep mriggested
quoz, Chimaltenanqo
1
and TecpAn; potatoes in Chiquirichapa (2),
.Clutzaltenango, Tecphn
and Santa Rosa3 tomatos
in La Fragua, UsumatlAn, Retana, San
Jet'6nimo and Monjas.
The 3-5 IF'M agronomists would each train 2-3 DIGEUA
extLnsionists, BANDESA credit officers, EPS students
personnel, as available and willing, per crop season. and DTSV
Extnsionists would be expected to help disseminate
IPM
approaches, practices and r.sults.
While some crops are at the IPM demonstration stage,
others
will be at. the validation and tU-.sting staqe.
Val idation and
testing may bo supported through ICTA, Univ.rsity
of San Carlu:,
Del Vi.ll Le
Univeruity, Landivr University or ASMIF', dupendi.nm.'
on

degree of interest, availability
of resources and promise of
results.
New crops for validation mauy
include green pepper,
apple, melon and watermelon
at the present time.
e.
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Research

IPM and aqromedcjral ronsarch
is to be supported through
same institutions mention(ecd
the
under IV above.
Crops, techniques,
components and mothodologios
mrny be i.nvestiqatod unti1
Lcy are
ready for validation/demonstration.
Again,
the
emphauis
is to
retain a degree of flexibility
of resources to any particular and avoid irreversible c::n.rinmJ tment
group unless this comnitmr.nnt
is
tied to the delivery of results.

f.

Coordinatio n

The P/PM component is to be
coordinated by DTSV with the
assistance of the P/PM specialist
to be hired under HAD-II.
Coordination is to .inc::lude
th.: Permanent Commission on
Safe ..Ue
of Pesticides, GREF.AGO, the
Ministry of Public Health,
the
Social Security Institute
and other ORD programs that
may b:,.:npf_ t
from the P/.M component. If,
for any reason, the P/PM spc
cannot be placed or
.ta1.i.a;st
tat.orned at DTSV, another coordinat:irng
mechanism must be devis,ed.
By itself,
DTSV does not possess th.
resources to effectively
coordinate the proposed
proqram at thr.e
present time; however, it
could do it with the proposed
support.
Additional institutional
strengthening suggestions
are
presented under separate cover.
g.

Monitoring

The strengthenrd P/PM component
should be monitnr.d by
an outside group, such as
CATIE, with the laboratory
support of
ICATI.
The following parameters may
be .included in this
monitoring sub-component:
i)

Chrl..i-ng Status of Pests.

ii)

Poisoning cases in project
area.

iii) fPest.icide rrsidues in
water, soil and
products in sample beneficiary
farms.
iv)

Status of resistance of key
pests.

v)

Destruction of non targets
and beneficial
species from pesticide applications.

vi)

Permanent inwventories of pesticides
ured and
conditions for storage.
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vii) Periodic medical checkups with special
medical

viii)

forms to control intoxications.

Records with the amount and froquncy of
application of pesticides.

The Government of Guatemala should be
of all
pesticide developnments in HAD-If, starting informed
with this EA and
provide complumentary materials as they ar. preparod
under
project.

All of the envircinmintal effects of pesticide
use could be
mitigated if
the above program were made into a project
component.
The CICP/ECTECNIA' EA team akncwledcges the
fac-t that

by Lh5msel yes, ORD proj ec: ts cannot .qunti.tt.ivly
significantly the Guatemalan environment nor its af fec: t
overall
agricLultural

production; however, they have already started
to
affect it qualitatively, with small irrigation
and soil

conservation as well as agricultural divursification,

mar:otinc,

It

land

cooperative strength ning and agricultural
services.

in the opinion of the CICP/ECOILCNIA EA team that

this leading
role in Guatemalan agriculture can be valuably
strengthente*d with
the addition of an integrated P/PM ccmpornent
as outlined above.
3.

No Action

This would imply not suppor'tin g pesticide procurement
and/or
use directly or indirectly and it is an alternative
that would
severely impair ORD's agricultural projects
in Guatemala.
It
would be virtually
impossible to guarantee that supporting
farmers in non psticide
activities
would not free their own or
other institutions' resources for procuring
pesticides, thereby

mak.ing USAID an indirect contributor.
Under this
all of tlhe environmental effects would coa5e and alternative,
so would all
pesticide economi.c beonfits.

Mst importantly,

USAID/G

foregoing the opportunity to e>:ercise leadership
in
pest/pesticide managemur. t in

Guatemala.
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